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The Intellectual Property Issue is a labor that is already more
than a year old... and, like in previous Cases, we wanted to dive
in it because we know its complexity is broad enough to allow
for diverse ideas to instigate our self-inquiry. We began the conversation as an effort to parse for ourselves a genuine, collective
definition of intellectual property, mainly in relation to origin,
knowledge, and community. The work in Case 3 with Paul Ryan
and his scholarship on Charles Peirce lead us to intense discussions about what is this so-called infinite community of inquiry.
Likewise, in Case 4, reading into Gerald Raunig and his notion
of abstract machines and concatenations has also raised questions
about how to take triadic and network thinking so to evolve
compositionally beyond. In cyclical motion, these discussions
are inevitably filtered through the epistemic thing as defined by
Hans Jörg Rheinberger in Case 2.
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As you will see and read in Case 5, Co-directors Miodrag Kuč
and Jan Bovelet have been nurturing that motion on behalf of
the collective. The Intellectual Property Issue is then an effort
that picks up from Leibniz’ Leib-Seele Pentagramm to reflect
upon instinct, intuition, and knowledge, review what is intellectual property today in lieu of the digital habitat, and how it may
build tomorrow. As usual, we have opened the conversation to
our friends and colleagues as an eternal return to think about
this, so to shine their lights filtering through our collective
prism built from our conversation the feuilleton and the installation that accompanies it. Shine on you crazy diamond.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

The Intellectual Property Issue is a labor that is already more
than a year old... and, like in previous Cases, we wanted to dive
in it because we know its complexity is broad enough to allow
for diverse ideas to instigate our self-inquiry. We began the conversation as an effort to parse for ourselves a genuine, collective
definition of intellectual property, mainly in relation to origin,
knowledge, and community. The work in Case 3 with Paul Ryan
and his scholarship on Charles Peirce lead us to intense discussions about what is this so-called infinite community of inquiry.
Likewise, in Case 4, reading into Gerald Raunig and his notion
of abstract machines and concatenations has also raised questions
about how to take triadic and network thinking so to evolve
compositionally beyond. In cyclical motion, these discussions
are inevitably filtered through the epistemic thing as defined by
Hans Jörg Rheinberger in Case 2.
As you will see and read in Case 5, Co-directors Miodrag Kuč
and Jan Bovelet have been nurturing that motion on behalf of
the collective. The Intellectual Property Issue is then an effort
that picks up from Leibniz’ Leib-Seele Pentagramm to reflect
upon instinct, intuition, and knowledge, review what is intellectual property today in lieu of the digital habitat, and how it may
build tomorrow. As usual, we have opened the conversation to
our friends and colleagues as an eternal return to think about
this, so to shine their lights filtering through our collective
prism built from our conversation the feuilleton and the installation that accompanies it. Shine on you crazy diamond.
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The issue of intellectual property has gained new momentum
with the dawn of the digital habitat. Today, in an ever-expanding
collective immersion in identically reproducible things, almost
everything can be copied in principle—changing the position of
origin, knowledge, and collectivity in cultural topology. This is
a change that has massive impacts on the concept of intellectual
property in the whole spectrum of our Everyday Life.
Case 5 has been in the making for quite a while, and was prepared by way of different pre-cases, setting the topic and forming the collective. It explores which novel forms, paradigms,
and absurdities appear in cadence with the rampant proliferation of the digitalization of evermore aspects of society. Of the
many facets involved in intellectual property, AXP has put the
focus on the change of the status of origin and originality in the
digital habitat, trying to explore the implication this bears for
the production of knowledge and collective creative processes.
As always, the case operates at the intersection of artistic and
scientific perspectives and the inclusion of the audience in the
installation.
The central props of the installation are fire and the prism; fire as
a metaphor for origin and originality as well as for knowledge,
and the prism as a metaphorical model for the purposeful modification of given things, of course with a view to the Snowden
incident and the new possibilities for totalitarian politics that are
also inherent in the binary coding of everything.
In an experimental approach, different instances of fire will be
mediated, multiplied, and copied through different analogue
and digital ‘prisms’, inviting the audience to experiment with
originals and their modification hands-on.
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Experiments into collective writing and the dynamics of collective authorship, with a moded etherpad as technological base.

Objective Dialogues: Y-Table. Installation for the initiation of dialogical collective insight processes by way of material objects.

Invited contribution for Translation Acts, project of Institut für Raumexperimente on the occasion of The World is not Fair,

For Wastelend Twinnings Network Forum 2012 at Zentrum für Kunst und Urbanistik,

Tempelhofer Feld, Berlin July 2012. Image courtesy of Sabine Schulz Blank.

Berlin, September 2012. Image courtesy of Robin Taylor.

Working collectively with the pad in IRE’s pavillion. Image courtesy of Sabine Schulz Blank.

Objective Dialogues setup. Image courtesy of Partick Kochlik.
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theoretician. He works at the Zurich University
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Stockholm in 2009. She has translated for the
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CASE NOTES ON THE METAPHYSICS OF THE DIGITAL
by Jan Bovelet

Some 300 years ago, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz wrote a small
text that became one of the central treatises of 18th century metaphysics and of modern philosophy. Martin Heidegger expressed
this prominently as the essential conception of „the metaphysic
of the modern age“ [1] * in Leibniz.
Leibniz wrote the Monadology in and for an analogue world,
and he did not pay particular attention in this text as to whether
logical entities such as binary truth values can be considered
monads in a meaningful way. In the then contemporary context
of debates on metaphysics, Leibniz turned against scholasticism
in competition for the best rational system with philosophers
such as Francis Bacon, René Descartes, and Baruch de Spinoza.
The central concern within the Monadology were the classical
metaphysical questions concerning reality: of what does it
consist, how does it develop, and what is God’s role in all this?
Leibniz dealt with these questions under a range of different
perspectives, making connections between logic, theology,
mathematics, cosmogony, jurisprudence and more, thus truly
attempting a full metaphysical system.
The attempt of our text is much more modest, only drawing
on a few of Leibniz’ central claims about monads in order to
informally introduce the realm of metaphysical thought. A few
of Leibniz’ thoughts will easily suffice to establish a common
ground with which to sketch the basic metaphysical considerations relevant to the digital habitat. Why Leibniz? His Monadology is particularly interesting for case 5’s topical triad of origin,
knowledge, and collectivity, as Leibniz is one of the key figures
of modern logic and its practical implementation by way of
digital calculus.

Cutout from the collective writing pad, programmed by Philipp Bosch.
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What is a Monad?
In Leibniz’ metaphysical conception, reality as a whole consists
of a well-ordered multiplicity of monads. Monads are simple
substances, and as „atoms of nature“ [2] they are the base for all
composed or aggregated substances. In principle, everything
can be reduced to its simple parts because everything is either a
simple monad or composed out of monads.
9

Five features seem to be of particular interest
for a metaphysical examination of the digital
habitat:
(1) Uniqueness: Every monad is only identical
with itself and nothing else, so there are no two
identical monads to be found anywhere.
(2) Closedness: monads don’t communicate
with one another. Instead, they are all ‘programmed’ by God from the very beginning to
coexist seamlessly in a „pre-stabilized harmony“ [3] Leibniz’ famous word that monads don’t
have windows[4] expresses exactly that, thereby
implying a rigid determinism.
(3) Relationalism: every monad can only be fully determined by its relation to all other monads, expressed in Leibniz’ assertion that every
monad is a living mirror—a miroir vivant—
of the whole universe.[5]
(4) Appetition: The activity of monads is due
to an inner vital principle, called an „Appetition“ [6], that has its root in Leibniz’ interpretation of Aristotle’s concept of entelechy.
(5) Internal differentiation: Even though
monads are simple substances, they enfold
multiplicities that develop according to their
relation to other monads.
Can a digital entity be
conceptualized as a monad?
Momentarily moving the God-question to one
side, how does the concept of the monad play
out in the realm of the digital habitat? It seems
that the answer to this question is dependent
om whether one looks at single digital entities
or at all digital code as a whole.
One digital entity, say a digital image or a digital
algorithm to manipulate images, is not unique,
as one of its fundamental qualities is that it
can be identically copied. Of course every
digital entity can be described as the status of a
particular piece of hardware, spatio-temporally
different from all other digital hardware, but
10

that is not the central point from the perspective on their role in society. Digital entities can
also never be completely closed as they are
written in one and the same language —
binary coding—and thus can’t be completely alien to one another; the history of code breaking
and cryptography is full of examples thereof.
On the other hand, digital entities are relational as the only input a digital algorithm can
compute is constellations of other digital code;
or, in metaphysical language, the possibility of
a digital algorithm can only become real if it is
put to work with some digital input—if it interacts with other digital code, otherwise it stays
mute. As for the question of whether digital
entities have an internal appetition: believers in
AI claim that in principle it is possible to plant
entelechy into digital entities, for example the
recent progress of ‘autonomous’ drones. But all
that advancement still takes place on a mimetical level. Finally, as for internal differentiation,
digital entities always generate the same output
for the same input. Similar to the issue of
appetition, the internal differentiation of digital
entities until now still happens on a mimetical
level: they can be programmed to self-differentiate among particular parameters, but as
of yet these parameters have to be determined
externally—deus ex machina.
However, taken as a whole, the digital habitat seems to be interpretable under Leibniz’
concept of the monad. All digital code together
with its material hardware could be conceived
as one unique monad. Closed, as it is not compatible with everything non-digital, a problem
that is frequently addressed under the header of
the analogue-digital gap. Relational because its
meaning only unfolds in relation with non-digital entities. And as having an appetitus of its
own, mirrored for example in the developmental dynamic of the digitalization.
This can
be observed by the manner in which the digital

habitat inscribes itself within the collective consciousness expressed by science fiction stories
such as the Terminator series known for a redeyed skynet. Finally the digital habitat can be
interpreted as internally differentiated because
it is always dependent on the operational opposition between different binary values, a plastic
example of which can be seen particularly well
in the important function of feedback loops in
parametric design processes.
It would appear that the digital habitat cannot
be interpreted as an aggregate of monads but
as a monad as a whole—we can make clear
differentiations between specific digital algorithms (for example by way of their function)
but nevertheless cannot conceptualize them
as monads. The digital habitat seems to be a
man-made phenomenon that doesn’t comply
with the metaphysics of modernity, or at least
not with Leibniz. It’s true that post-modernity
has altogether abandoned metaphysics and
its search for the fundamental elements of
reality. But, with the digital habitat slowly but
surely becoming the dominant manifestation
of everyday life, perhaps it is time to seriously
reconsider metaphysical perspectives. What is
a digital entity in an ontological sense? How
do they develop and can they have a real life of
their own? And will we be confronted with new
Gods if ‘old’ internet leviathans like Google and
Facebook or little known, rather clandestine
ones such as the NSA are successful in their
quest for total dominance of the net?
Questions such as these with a metaphysical
overtone are often dismissed from the outset
as unscientific. In particular the tradition of
analytical philosophy has criticised metaphysics as a failed discipline on the basis of its
linguistic shortcomings. The basic argument
runs that, for us, there can’t be anything that
we cannot express adequately in language—
thus the first philosophy, if there is one, must
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be an analysis of language, and not metaphysical speculation about the first elements of
reality. But this analytic position, that is also
common in many economic and political arguments, is a comfortable, if not too comfortable
one; understanding and evaluating the prolific
ubiquity of digitalization cannot only consist of
an analysis of what there is. The diagnosis that
everyday life becomes increasingly digitalized
is an obvious one—but what does it mean? Is it
good, is it bad, and for whom? Does digitalization as such predetermine particular technical
and social developments? How can a thing that
is in principle indefinitely replicable have a
value? These questions cannot be answered in a
pure analytic fashion; they demand also moral
judgements. Based on his metaphysics, Leibniz
argued that our world is the best of all possible
worlds; without any metaphysics, it might be
difficult to say anything substantial about the
digital habitat at all.

* All quotes my translation from the German.
[≠] References www.theanxiousprop.org

SPLINTERED INTO CAPSULES
by Miodrag Kuč

Scene 1 Two classical tourists at the big crossroad nervously
looking for a fast ride to Airport by using their newest GPSbased Taxi-App. In the meantime, empty taxis are passing.
Waiving the hand looks rather like ‘Third-World’ idea. ‘On top
of that, MY taxi has number 7634 and it is coming in 6 minutes’—
answering one of them to himself. Idea to share the taxi to the
Airport didn’t come to their mind. Or, they just didn’t have an
app for that.
New forms of capsular
‘They will equip themselves with various devices with which to
perform complicated roles which are beyond their capabilities as
living creatures’
— Kisho Kurokawa, Homo Movens, 1969

Urban fragmentation, one of the ever-discussed topics in the
social sciences, gets a new character with digitalization of everyday life. In contrast to pre-digital polarisation through physical
separation (from medieval wall till gated communities), contemporary moment has been characterized by diversification of
engineered services (clouds), novel ideological streams (green /
zero-emissions city) and social requests (innovation).

Scan of the first page of Leibniz’ handwriting of the Monadology, ca. 1714.
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We could even claim that digitalization alters fragmentation
on a qualitative level, providing new forms of ‘capsular civilisation’ [1], this time (differ to monk in cavern) ‘managed’ by
our Internet provider, big-data servers and security agencies.
Condition of post-political[2] additionally facilitate absence of
critical thinking inside digital habitat, shifting citizen into ‘user’
eternally comfortable with cloud of liking, sharing, recommending, etc. Insufficiency of ‘real and proper political’ [3],
dissensus and conflict as a driving force, supported by various
moderation strategies and ever-extended terms&conditions,
gives fragile impression of open-society prepared for multiple-compromise in the name of common progress. Furthermore, de-dramatization of public space as political arena and
emergence of new masses[4] run by digital technologies, opens
13

up another fields of politically-possible, this
time many being sum of capsules.
Beyond ideologies: Knowledge-based
urban development
Knowledge-driven urban development has
become a new mantra of pragmatic politics,
which emerge as a consequence of global
competitiveness and fear of demographic /
environmental / nuclear catastrophe. List
of ‘empty signifiers’ [5] such ‘as Green / WorldClass  / Zero-CO2 / Creative City has been
recently extended with Smart-City, the image
of bright urban future embedded in efficiency
and performability of network infrastructures.
This rediscovering of knowledge as a urban development factor ignores the fact that all cities
are build as accumulation of certain knowledge
forms and that knowledge is a collectively
produced common resource.[6]
Thus Smart-City seems to be far from horizontal in its political structure; users and providers are divided not physically but through set
of ‘properties’, juridical, technical but more
significantly intellectual. Knowledge in the
future ‘urban smartness’ is not seen as collective amenity but strictly regulated system of
exclusive rights given to particular economic
and political elites.
By turning knowledge to ‘fictitious commodity’
(Castre, Jessop, Bridge) under the principles
of digitalization, we enter the age of social
engineering and restructuring under the
logic of machine-readable patterns; royalties,
tuition-fees, licences and trademarks become
widely accepted, making a strict line between
collective knowledge and possession of exclusive rights.
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New forms of autocratic governance-beyond-the-state[7] undoubtedly assist in splintering not just large parts of society through
access to basic infrastructures´[8] but most
essentially the ones inside infrastructure itself.
Condition in which large portion of society,
although technologically literate, is out of
labour even if there is so much to be improved,
clearly shows now different policies reshape
once compact body of knowledge.
Intellectual Property as a catalyst
of further spatial fragmentations
‘Thus a profound social reorganization is required
to transform knowledge into something that can
be sold’
— Bob Jessop, The Future of the Capitalist State, 2002

Socio-spatial consequences of exclusive rights
over knowledge could be seen in raising
quantity of research hubs, creative quarters, tech-clusters and university sub-urban
campuses. Those new-formed infrastructures
of knowledge increase polarization on spatial,
cultural and political level, by giving access to
one that could pass multi-leveled system of
formal education or strict corporative rules.
Open University campus, formerly symbolic
representation of disagreement and political
debate, becomes carefully rendered picture of
‘cosmopolitan’ place for young researchers and
intellectual expats, bubbled in their individually tailored programs. More and more often we
are speaking about knowledge ‘products’ that
contain certain standards, codes or limitations
(just think about scientific journals).
In that sense Intellectual Property becomes
mechanism of segregation especially with its
expansion in duration, typology and scope.
That flexibility allows appearance of the novel

spaces of fragmentation depending what is
‘protected’ and for how long.
Moreover, divorcing intellectual labour from
the means of production[9] and framing it
inside expert systems, allows polarized spaces
to be far from each other.
Does Apple-Campus represent a new Disneyland in the age of commodified knowledge?
Could Apple-City become next level of the
Smart-City concept?
Enormously complex ‘sociotechnical processes’
of contemporary urbanity[10] have as consequence engagement of users in systems they
hardly understand. Submission of life under
technological domination and unknown consumption of many extraneous goods reinforce
the already existing capsule built outside the
digital. Customization of services gives another
illusion of individual control over technology, keeping encapsulated units away from
collective efforts and unpredictable situations.
Splintered into capsules and arranged under
digitalization principles inside ‘smart urban
experience’, becomes main prerequisite for the
new social order in which knowledge becomes
fuzzy entity.
K67_Urban Router:
Collective Offline-hub
Scene 2 Digital-Zombie is looking for a free
wireless-signal and cheep kebab. Passing
beside eye-catchy red kiosk he noticed K67Cloud sticker on it. ‘It might be a way to grab
some free W-lan for a while; at least to check my
emails’ idea came straightforwardly. To his disappointment, strange message appeared: ‘You
are offline now. But that won’t hurt…’ Confused
but intrigued, he looked through the offline
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website ‘services’ and right away exchanged
some stupid hip-hop song for a pdf-book of
David Harvey. To find a good kebab, some
additional effort is needed.
K67_Urban Router has been developed as an
alternative infrastructure and urban para-site
in order to test possibilities of creating collective digital items inside digital public space.
As a platform for multiple urban explorations
K67_Urban Router aimed to express critique of
its site’s status quo both in terms of analog and
digital situation.
Located in area dominated by tourism and
fast decline of micro-public spaces, this
social-space stimulated discussions in the
provincial ‘under the tree’ manner. Beyond
tactical urbanism and ‘intervention’ objective,
soon it became the only place in the area to rest
without necessity to consume, meeting point
for local bottle-collectors and urban drifters.
Access to K67_Cloud (local intranet) allowed
anonymous rambler to join on-going process
of deep mapping of the site by questioning the
technological and juridical restrictions in the
relation between digital media and the city.
Gathering opinions, free exchange of all
kind of files, locally accessible jukebox and
mapping tools, non-surprisingly turn into
collective development of once abandoned lot.
(Un)fortunately, by over passing Smart-City
radar this accumulation of data will never
come into consideration for ‘planning’ due to
its strong voice of disagreement.
[≠] References www.theanxiousprop.org
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DROPPING THE INTERNET

THE PRISM
We want what we fear

Aram Bartholl

by Jonas Marx

This text starts with a feeling of unease: Why does nobody really
care about the actions of the NSA and other secret services?
Even if there might be a bit of public debate—at least in Germany—there is hardly any political opposition or resistance, considering that the disclosures of Edward Snowden—none of which
were officially disproved—are showing a picture of a totalitarian
surveillance system against which the Orwellian dystopia was
harmless. Where are the hundreds of thousands of people on
the streets, claiming “We want our liberty back”?
One might explain this with a general feeling of helplessness,
but I think there is more to this, a dialectical connection between
the surveillance system and the inner dreams of our society.
Something about NSA and its abilities to control Big Data is not
only frightening, but also promising. The whole idea behind
NSA and the whole digital-military-complex is like a Janus face:
while the whole surveillance side of this face looks frightening and ugly, there is also another side, shining and alluring.
And this ambivalence is what makes an opposition to NSA so
difficult. What we fear is part of what we dream of—and vice
versa. To understand this connection I want to point out the
image that the NSA has chosen for themselves as the symbol
of their activities: the prism. It is a symbol that is derived from
a natural scientific context and represents the idea of bundling
the complete amount of human activities in one single point,
where they can be completely observed by one entity. While
the world out there is chaos, the one who owns the prism can
plainly see everything clearly and transparently. This is the dark
side of the prism.

Image courtesy DAM Gallery & XPO Gallery

More precisely, the idea to use this prism for surveillance, is its
dark side. But, at the same time there is also another manifestation of it, a bright and public one—an ubiquitous public version
of the prism, promising to be available for everybody and giving
its technological power to everyone: the iPhone.
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You can say the iPhone is the phantasmagoria
of our time. With Walter Benjamin, the term
phantasmagoria can be used to describe a
physical object that in its cultural appearance
cannot be thought apart from the dreams and
ideals it symbolizes and represents. While it is
still ‘just’ an object with ‘just’ physical qualities,
it in the same time has all these embodied
cultural meanings as if they were physical qualities themselves. With no other object than the
iPhone this can today be better experienced.
It promises to give you a technological solution
for everything everywhere and without any
effort. The images that are created around it
show it as an object that you have always in
your hand, take everywhere with you, control
intuitively, get ‘access to everything’ and so
on. My point is—as I want to explain in the
following—that all these images are driven by
one central promise: to assure freedom.
And this is the dialectical situation I mentioned
above. By wanting the freedom that the iPhone
promises—respectively the whole technical and
cultural system it represents—we’re producing
the structure—NSA and Big Data—that annihilates our freedom.
To explain this I think it is necessary to look
at what freedom entails here. I think there are
two different and conflicting understandings
of the word: I call them political and technical
freedom. They are often, as in this case, mixed
up, but they are dramatically different: while
the first one means freedom as a subject-subject relation, the second one views it as a
subject-object relation.
Political freedom is maybe better called as
liberty. It is an old thing. It is the desire of
mankind to live by own will and in self-determined conditions. And more, it is also the
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ability to express oneself as an individual.
As Hannah Arendt puts it by saying that liberty
has not only to be understood as individual
independence but as being part of a larger
group of free individuals. It’s not only to the
will of a single subject but to the existence of a
common space, a stage where everybody is in
the same time the actor and the audience and
ensures his own freedom by giving reciprocal
recognition to the other’s freedom. That’s what
Arendt calls public space.
And that is what makes political freedom so
powerful and fragile at the same time: there is
no point of fixation in it. It’s an always-ongoing
negotiation process between the individual and
the collective. And while the power of this process is the mightiest thing in the human sphere,
it is at the same time vulnerable and can always
be violated by those who won’t play the game,
who deny accepting the freedom of others (and
thereby their own as well).
Technical freedom on the other hand has a
completely different origin. It comes out of
mankind’s suffering to always be limited by the
conditions of nature and biological necessities.
To overcome these limitations men invented technology. Hegel called it a “cunning”
(“List”): the examination of nature’s principles
to build machines using these principles to
overcome nature. Hegel took the first mechanical weaving looms that occurred in his days
and were driven by watermills as an example.
Powered by the natural energy of falling water
they seemed to free the process from the natural necessity of human labor. For today you
can say it’s the nature of electronic impulses
that is used in form of digital bits to create
this haze of digital information with which we
overlay our natural environment and form it
into a new world of our own conditions.
I think at this point it is important to differ-

entiate between tools and machines.
Both use certain natural principles and are
thereby determined to a range of possible
operations that come out of these principles.
For instance the hammer uses leverage force
and thus its use is given by the way these forces
work. The same goes for machines, but while
tools are to be actively used, machines run by
themselves. With machines, natural forces work
independently once they are started and it becomes uncertain who gives the initial impulse
for an operation: the user or the machine?
That is what makes the iPhone so problematic. It comes as a tool but it is a machine.
Its appearance is that of a sole tool, as simple
to use and to understand as the hammer, while
boosted with the whole range of technological
power that the prism stands for. But it is no
single entity, it’s part of a large and complex
system, it is the material deduction of an ultra
huge machine—Big Data.
So the iPhone is maybe the best symbol for the
inner contradictions of technical freedom and
the point where the aim for technical freedom
can turn into its opposite with the creation of
a technical system that limits everything in its
own conditions. By the way, this is not only
a phenomena of digital devices but can be
found in the whole modern industrial world.
Cars—the most freedom-symbolizing objects
of the pre-iPhone era—are not possible without
streets and highways. Airplanes are not without
airports and flight control systems, and so on.
To show all this in more detail I want to explain
what I call the Siri-Problem. It has two parts:
The Siri-Problem I: Who controls whom?
Siri, the voice control of iPhone, suggests you
to fulfil all your commands without the effort
of doing anything. You just say your wishes
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and you get them done (of course it is a female
voice). But if you’ve ever experienced how
Siri and comparable systems work, you might
think different: Siri does not understand your
talking, also not most of your clear commands.
All it does is to react to a limited amount of
predefined command structures in verbal—
more precisely: in phonetical—form. It is not
you who controls the machine but in order to
use the machine you have to limit yourself to
its abilities.
The Siri-Problem II: Because everything is
predefined you´re not able to do specific and
distinct actions. Only generic operations are
possible and it is no wonder, that it is always
the question about the weather that is used
in ads on Siri. Here comes to bear that this
is a subject-object relation. There´s no inner
movement in these operations, no possibility
to create anything new like in open communication processes between different subjects.
Both problems are not cause of bad engineering
or just not far-enough developed technology.
It’s even the other way around: because voice
control technology is yet not very far developed
you can easily experience its limiting structure
while in later stages of design this nature might
be covered with a more gentle design.
So, while the passion that drives engineers to
invent and develop machines like iPhone and
Siri, and make other people want them, it is the
desire to gain freedom that comes out as the
structure that determines all human activities
as technical operations in a given structure,
and thereby radically limiting freedom itself.
Therefore, the surveillance side of it is no
accident. The using of this technical system for
surveillance activities by the secret services is
no abuse. It is part of the inner logic of a mind-

EIS EIS BABY
Meditations on the Emergence of
a Virtual Urban Commons

set where the world is viewed as a technological machine, because controlling and being
controlled is the raison d’être of such a machine
in order to keep it running.

by Alex Head
To summarize: The outlined issue appears as a
matrix of four poles. On the one side there are
the two poles of political freedom and public
space. Both can only be thought of together.
On the other side there is technical freedom
and the technical system. The second one
occurs with technical freedom when tools
become machines. The prism is the manifestation of this occurrence of a technical system in
the times of Big Data. And while the two poles
of the different understandings of freedom
eventually can coexist the other two can’t.
When a technical system demands to cover the
complete human sphere—like Big Data does—
public space vanishes. And that is what makes
the prism so dangerous. You might not feel any
restraints personally because it does not affect
you personally—at first sight. But, by eliminating the openness of spaces for subject-subject
interactions, which are not intermediated by
any technical determinations, it eliminates our
political freedom.

Dividing the footprint of two large wastelands on the river
Spree in Berlin-Kreuzburg stands a large abandoned ice factory
(Eisfabrik). Visitors to the Eisfabrik are neither permitted nor
actively restricted as they arrive by the hundred each week.
They may know the building as the oldest Eisfabrik in Germany, a spectre of late industrial production and/or as a touristic
destination for the consumption of an ‘authentic’ urban ruin.
The Eisfabrik was established in 1896 by the North Germany
Ice Company AG and stood in working condition until as late
as 1991. The building has seen and survived both World Wars
and lay to the east of Berlin during its partition thereafter[1].
Nowadays, in a manner coherent with the social ecology of
tweets, feeds and trends, the Eisfabrik is very much ‘back in
business’. Numerous voices[2] have sought to bring attention to the
plight of an occupying group of up to fifty Bulgarian economic
migrants here, yet other less explicit forms of animation and production pervade throughout the space too. These can be measured within the multiple ways the site has been determined—
as relic, home and urban jungle. Alternative processes of naming
are reflected in tourist websites that describe her as a “cheap hotel” populated by “Graffiti Guys” in contrast to those with a more
historic bent aiming to protect a piece of “industrial history”.
As we enter the building a number of contradictory uses begin
to fall against one-another as fashionistas, photographers and
musicians exploit an untamed environment of spraycan experimentalism and broken glass.
The fascination with ‘authentic urban ruins’ seems to be built
as much around a nostalgia for the architecture of industrial
production as it is around the imaginary of a bohemian ‘free
space’. It is an imaginary that has coined the phrase ‘disasterbation’. Clashing however with photographers flashbulbs, another
imaginary of what this space might mean is found in the domes-
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tic needs expressed by the Bulgarian migrants.
We might even conceive the situation as a form
of demographic violence par-excellence in the
manner of the robust, gentrification-whiplash
visited upon Berlin-Neukölln throughout the
last five years.
Aside from the very real cooking, washing
and recreational activities that unfold onto the
former factory floor, the Eisfabrik exists imaginatively within the conceptual scope of some
members of the Bulgarian community too.
During a group interview I held with members of the community living there, one man
proposed an intriguing plan for the buildings
re-development. He envisioned a formalisation
of the Eisfabrik into an official tourist destination that would accommodate the current Bulgarian community in situ. Such dark tourism is
not inconceivable. The hip shoulder to shoulder with those on the hop. To my mind both
these projections of what the site means rely
on only partially acknowledging the fact of the
other. Both are spaces of the incomplete, of the
almost, the virtual. Yet these contradictory uses
and their meanings—concurrently as a photographic backdrop and radically impoverished
dwelling—require us to take this particular web
of fictions seriously. How else but through the
imaginary are we to cross the fog of digitalised
immateriality in order to enter the space of
other possible societies?
The Eisfabrik is indeed very cool. It was
designed that way. This is partly in order to
ensure that the storage rooms maintained a
constantly low temperature. Interestingly, it
was also designed as a residential building
for labourers. Today little distinction is made
between the original function of the various
spaces and how they are used. That the Eisfabrik can be thought of as a cultural space (a site
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of personal expression, one that is worn as a
particular statement of selfhood) is of course
directly tied to a post-Fordist conception of
capitalist production itself. Here, immaterial
labour, defined by Maurizio Lazzarato[3] as
the cultural and informational content of the
commodity (most explicit perhaps in the form
of social relations and knowledge), arguably
extends the reach of capital into every aspect of
our daily lives. At the fall of one means of (material) production emerges the ‘creative’ who often seeks to extract any possible symbolic value
from the skeletal ruin of the former system.
It is worth noting then, that within an age of
post industrial, immaterial production, capital
also strives to permanently re-enthuse the
collective mind of the information economy.
Processes of coding and decoding information—of cognitively engaging with the tasks
determined by a given position, have become
the norm. The modern construction of the
labourer is therefore a complex contradiction
of one liberated by decision making within
the workplace provided that the parameters of
work are limitlessly expanded and collapsed
into the private sphere. (I would like to discuss
the construction of ‘creative selves’ at another
opportunity. Save to say however, that highly
educated artists, intellectuals and ‘creatives’ are
uniquely positioned to develop and use both
their artistic and political imaginations. These
skills could indeed be directed towards encouraging forms of subjectivity that are enriched
by a capacity for knowledge of self rather than
endlessly consuming the self as knowledge.
Or as Maurizio Lazzarato would have it, facilitating a radical autonomy of the productive
synergies of immaterial labour.)

law enters my brief case study of the concrete
world. Intellectual property concerns the safe
guarding of ‘all inventions in the field of human
endeavour’[4]. Which sounds clear enough. Yet
the view from our current digital horizon illuminates a state of permanent flux in the debate
over how to establish the parameters of cultural
property law. The approach I am sympathetic
toward aims to ensure a wide and accessible
debate around the formulation of cultural
commons while protecting the endeavours of
those by whom such commons are enacted. It
is a framework that evokes the idea of civic as
opposed to commercial republicanism developed by Lewis Hyde. It is therefore one that
pursues a legal system of intellectual property
that would serve the public interest best by
determining the relationship between an idea’s
overall utility, and humanity’s needs during a
given period of time. As ideas and inventions
become frozen within law (one thinks of innovations within the auto industry for example),
their overall worth, conceived of as the best way
to improve the lives of the most people, runs
the risk of depletion[5]. For those inhabiting the

makeshift domestic environment of the Eisfabrik the process of stagnation is also problematic. The more established they become serves to
act against finding a better solution at the event
of their final eviction. The problem is simply
postponed, ignored and as such prolonged.
Observing the historical arc of physical property, and its monopolisation, tells us that the
information freely available online (no matter
your ethics of usage) may well be about to
shrink in quality, availability and scope. Which
outcomes—from what would have been the
golden age of the internet—are flexible and
sensitive enough to navigate its transformation,
should this be the case? And, if we approach
the problem against the backdrop of increasing
hostility towards Bulgarian and many other
ethnic migrants within Germany and Europe,
how ought such powers of innovation and
creativity engender alternatives to the brutality
inflicted upon the world by the insatiable greed
of capital?
[≠] References www.theanxiousprop.org

Eisfabrik

And it is at this juncture that the argument
around intellectual work and its organisation in
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ON DIALOGICAL SPACES –
SPACES OF COMMUNICATION
by Gabi Schillig

piksel (2012)
pixelated image of the landscape <> digital
immaterial pixels transformed back into textile materiality
the one and the many
one form > 40 inhabitants of the region
40 narratives
the outside all based on one uniform shape
transfer from digital to lived reality
pixel > square
the inside narrative structures and layers of the landscape
color, form, structure
enfolding spaces, situations, narratives
interactive landscape
creating dialogical spaces <> spaces of communication

Virtual Urban Commons as Euler Diagram

the one and the many (2013)
variation and multiplication
copy  / paste of one element in space
relational constructs <> interaction
viewer > active participant
multisensorial spaces <> multiple realities
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All pictures from “piksel” (2012)
www.kunstfest-hohenkarpfen.de
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IN THE ABYSS, BUT VIVACIOUS
Piracy or redistribution? The music industry in
some sub-Saharan African nations
by Florian Sievers

“It began in Africa”
— Jim Ingram, 1974 / Chemical Brothers, 2002

“The one and the many” (2013), FH Düsseldorf
top: “pas de bourrée”, David Mergelmeyer und Sarah Regensburger
bottom: “Nur für Altglas”, Afra Schanz und Jasmin Blum

Two men sat in a wooden stall alongside River Road in the Kenyan city of Nairobi. The pulse of the East African music industry
thumped out of this busy street at the center of Kenya’s capital
city in the 1960s and 70s. That was when the record stores were
lined up here one after the other.[1] Now, rickety market stands
crowd along River Road, leaving little space to walk between
them, overflowing with bananas and avocados, electric razors
and colourfully printed fabrics. On the table between these two
men, however, there stood nothing more than an old PC and
monitor. The two looked around. What they were doing was not
entirely legal, but it wasn’t exactly illegal either. At least, no one
was particularly concerned about it in Kenya. “Swahili reggae?”
one asked. “No problem. How much, 500 megabytes? Or maybe
a bit more?”
Not long after, a freshly-burnt CD made its way across the
counter, filled with 117 reggae songs in the East African language Swahili. In cost about the equivalent of two euros, or
three US-dollars. The wind-skewed wooden market stall on
River Road in Nairobi was a record shop—in contemporary
African fashion. It looked a bit different than its predecessors,
which displayed vinyl singles on shelves in the same place
40 years before.
Of course, there are still official shops in nearly every major city
in sub-Saharan Africa today, where the wealthy purchase recordings on legally manufactured media. But market stands which
shower pirated music on normal people en gross have become
the norm in sub-Saharan Africa. These days, nearly everywhere in Africa, they indicate exactly where the conventional
music industry stands in regards to its ideas about intellectual
property: even closer to the abyss than in Europe or the USA…
or rather more precisely, already deep inside.
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According to estimates from market researchers at Nokia Research Africa, only one of every
three sub-Saharan countries has any kind of
music industry in the Western sense, meaning:
a system made up of studios, record companies,
manufacturing facilities and shops. Yet, even
in these few countries, copyright infringement
is rarely punished, illicit sales or broadcasts go
virtually unnoticed by authorities. “The music
industry in Africa is largely informal and there
are no consolidated sources for measuring the
size of the industry. Music production in Africa
is largely independent, informal, small in scale
and domestically oriented. […] It can be argued
therefore that there is no music industry as such
but rather a range of activities relating to the
production and consumption of music—whose
level of formalization varies from country to
country.”[2]
Western Ideas
The previous analysis is influenced by Western
ideas of how a functional infrastructure for the
production and distribution of music should
look like. Without a doubt, there are absolutely
functional systems for the creation and circulation of music in many African countries.
They just happen to take a different form from
what one might imagine as a European.
This very specific structure is one focus of the
extensive research and music project “Ten
Cities”, which has been initiated by the GoetheInstitut Nairobi in ten African and European
cities. In this context, two authors are analyzing the history of dance music and the use of
public space for clubs and parties, each in their
own cities. Meanwhile, electronic musicians
travel back and forth between cities like Berlin,
Lagos, Johannesburg and Bristol to produce
tracks together. It’s worth the connection. In
the end, music in most African societies is not
just a luxury and cultural product as it is in
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Europe. Rather, it is an integral part of everyday life and, as such, nearly omnipresent - just
not by way of those structures that are quite
probably doomed in Europe anyway.
Of course, it is absurd to talk about “the music
industry in Africa”. The African continent is approximately the size of China, India, the USA
and the EU together. And, the music market of
an oil-rich place like Nigeria can be separated,
just by a few thousand kilometers, from that
of a bitterly impoverished country like the
Central African Republic. Sometimes, it can
really be entirely different worlds. But there are
definite similarities that allow the history of
the music industry in sub-Saharan Africa to be
broken down roughly into three phases:
1. early 20th century (the beginnings)—60s/
early 70s (independence)
2. 60s/early 70s (independence)—mid 80s
(breakdown/crises)
3. mid 80s (breakdown/crises)— present
1. The Beginnings
One of the early catalysts for the start of African recordings was the classical piano playing
of African musicians recorded by The Gramophone Company of Germany and released to
a West African market.[3] The success of this
release was enough to convince other record
companies to take a chance on recording and
selling African music. South Africa was accorded a special role in this. It is where Africa’s first
record company, Gallo Records, was formed in
1926; the continent’s first record pressing plant
followed shortly thereafter. Today, South Africa
is the only sub-Saharan African country with
a sophisticated music market which operates
nearly according to Western standards. The
British giant, Gramophone Company/HMV
(later EMI), initially dominated the market
there, as well as in other English-speaking

countries.[4] In the late 30s, HMV also began
recording local music in Kenya and Uganda,
which was then pressed on 78 rpm singles in
the UK. These so-called “Native Records” were
supposed to open up new markets in Africa –
also for the gramophone machines themselves.
[5]
Beginning in the late 40s, another British
company, Decca West Africa, undertook something similar in Ghana. By the 1960s Decca
West Africa was selling 250,000 records a year,
mostly singles.[6]
So—due to the colonial situation—from the
beginning it was mainly European companies
which engaged in recording and selling music
in African countries. They were importing
their ideas of intellectual property into societies
where music was traditionally shared freely
and spread as common property, instead of
being limited by laws and regulations.
2. Independence
The era of independence for African countries,
from the late 50s on, changed a lot of things.
Quite often, a local music industry became
a question of national pride—in places like
Angola, which founded state studios, pressing plants and labels or brought previously
existing facilities under state control as it was
detaching itself from Portuguese colonial
rule.[7] Angolan music was meant to support
the construction of a national identity and
its spreading within the country as well as in
exchange with other African countries. “Having
Angolan music for sale meant that Angola was
on a par with these other countries [Cuba, Brazil, France, DRC].”[8]
3. Breakdowns and the Present
Between the late 70s and the early 90s, many
national record industries broke down in the
face of constant political and economic crises.
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Furthermore, unauthorized copies—first on
cassettes, then on CDs—made life difficult for
the official record companies. “For example in
Zambia a once massive music industry faded to
almost nothing in the early ‘90s, as local record
production shut down because of pirated cassette
tapes from abroad and a shortage of capital.” [9]
“Night-pressing (i.e. the illegal use of factories
after hours) was another huge problem.” [10]
   ^

Today, the traditional music industry may be
shattered in many African countries—but it
remains irrepressible. Record companies still
exist. However, they are mostly very small.
In Kenya and all of East Africa, for example:
“Throughout the 80s and 90s and more so in the
new millennium, small studios have controlled
East African music rather than the big international labels. Many of the CD and DVD production plants tend to be small artisanal outfits run
by producers.”[11]
But above all, it is structures that would be
considered piracy in western countries that
make up what amounts to the official music
industry in many countries of sub-Saharan
Africa. Music industry managers estimate that
there is no African country where less than a
quarter of all records sold is pirated. In parts
of West Africa, or in Kenya, only ten per cent
or less of all sales could be legal according to
Western concepts.[12] Many international record companies have withdrawn from African
markets for this reason.[13] But of course, that
doesn’t mean that inhabitants of these countries and regions don’t play, purchase or listen
to music. Just the opposite: Musicians from
Mali to Kenya, from Ethiopia to Mozambique
record massive quantities of new tracks on a
daily basis and deliver them to their listeners.
They just have other ways and other structures than musicians in Europe and the USA.
The value-chain works completely differently.

Robin Nyamweya / Gospel Warriors in Kibera slum, Nairobi, Kenya, photo courtesy of author

An example from the Kenyan city of Nairobi makes this clear. A popular musician will
record a song, often at a back-room studio.
He will then deposit the dummy copy with a
few radio presenters or club Djs hoping for free
promotion and massive airplay. It is this airplay
that will create demand for the musician at
popular gigs and corporate launches finally giving him sufficient earnings to record a whole
album. In the meantime, as the song plays on
radio and in clubs, audiences want to have
copies and this is where redistributors (which
in Western contexts might be called “pirates”)
come in—to close a gap in the demand and
supply chain. They will duplicate the respective
song (mostly on CDs, sometimes still on cassettes even) and spread it. The artiste may not
consider himself deprived of this income that
he sees as minimal compared to the scale of
corporate and other gigs he is playing at. Songs
are not rated through sales but through the
level of demand by redistributors and their clientele. So the pirate is ascribing social value by
confirming which songs are a critical success,
if not commercial success for the artiste.[14]
At the Alaba market in the Nigerian metropolis
of Lagos, musicians and label owners frequently go so far as to sell their recordings directly
to copiers, hoping they will put the music into
circulation. The minimum run is 10,000 CD
copies, but according to a trader some artists
even sell 10 million CDs—in a week. In 2008
the Nigerian Copyright Commission offered
pirate copy traders at Alaba market to be
legalized for a fee of USD 1,585. This business
had become so large it had to be legalized.[15]
One important channel for the distribution and
sales of such copies on CDs and cassettes is the
minibus-taxi, which serves local public traffic
in many African countries. Called “candongueiros” in Angola and “matatus” in Kenya, their
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drivers insonify passengers—usually at blaring
volumes—with the newest hits, which can be
purchased directly on board.
Drawbacks
The system operates in this way or similarly
in many countries of sub-Saharan Africa.
It works—however, it also has serious drawbacks. These show what benefits the traditional
European and US-American music industry
has to offer. It is a big problem for most African
musicians and composers that there is—except
in South Africa—no institution that records the
sales and radio plays. Therefore, musicians and
composers receive no royalties from licensing
agencies. Instead, they are frequently obliged
to sell studio owners all rights to compositions
and recordings, and the studio owners then
fling these products at the market using every
means at their disposal. For an artist who is
just getting a one-off payment, the only way
to make money is by recording the absolute
maximum number of albums and doing as
many of these deals as possible. They then offer
very similar work to other recording companies
in exchange for further one-off payments.[16]
Record companies in turn anticipate that
duplicative output and competition through
piracy will lead to a brief sales cycle, and thus
tend to underpay artists for their work, which
further perpetuates the supply of largely unimaginative material.[17]
Furthermore, a lot of tracks sound like
copies of western songs or current local hits.
Musical conservatism arises from the fact that
artists in African countries nearly always have
to cover their own basic costs of living and
those of their families in the absence of any sort
of safety net whatsoever. They simply have no
room for experiments. If they land a hit, a slew
of other tracks follow directly which sound

exactly the same—simply because, people need
to earn money. In light of this, the idea of a
musical avant-garde that intentionally breaks
with conventions (in pursuit of an aesthetic
development) seems absurd to most musicians.
Future Prospects
Today, many African countries have long since
ceased to be dominated by crises, wars and catastrophes. A growing middle class is forming
in many places. In major cities, one meets more
and more hipsters in the Western image, who
are connected directly to global pop culture
via the internet. The technical infrastructure
is improving. Already today, mobile telephone
networks—and with them growing access to
mobile internet—have spread further in many
countries in ways that conventional land lines
ever did. As far as talking on the phone goes,
Africa has so much as skipped over a stage
of development. Something similar could be
awaiting the music industry across large parts
of the continent. Now that the market for
physical sound media was never without problems, music downloading platforms (soon also
streaming platforms) are arising in growing
numbers and targeting the expanding middle
class. For instance, the music multinational
Universal and Samsung started the music service “Kleek” together in South Africa, Kenya,
Nigeria, Ghana and Angola in March 2013.[18]
Perhaps digital is in fact the best medium for
music in sub-Saharan Africa. Records and CDs
were never really appropriate media for the
climate there anyway: too hot and too dusty
for the discs, too wet for the covers. Still today,
once imported by the West, these goods mostly
rot away in backrooms and junk shops.
Translation from original German by Carrie Roseland
[≠] References www.theanxiousprop.org
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DATA AND SPACES
by Ben Cope

Seen from the bird’s eye view of the urban plan, Väike-Őismäe, a
socialist modernist district of Tallinn, demonstrates a circular design around a central circular pond. On the ground, meanwhile,
one has first to navigate one’s way through the district’s exquisitely
complex house numbering system in order to get to the central
pond. Once there, the most striking feature for us was the various
rhythms of bodies circulating around it: from the strolls of the
seniors, to the babies and dogs, to an athlete training up and down
the bank, to the drunk leaping into the pond cursing at the heavens (eminently audible across the water), to the kid shouting “Nu
pogody”, waving his fist like the wolf chasing the hare in the famous Soviet cartoon. Another way to see the pond and its sloped
banks was as a landscaped loudspeaker around which six of us
spread to experiment with acoustics by shouting the following
statement in six different languages (Belarusian, Serbian, English,
Lithuanian, Estonian, French):
“A small speech about technical details:
Waves, Particles, Rhythms, Movement and Sound.
Water and Mathematics.
Rhythm is a Dancer.”
To explore Väike-Őismäe in the wake of the modernization process of socialism in Eastern Europe is to feel Väike as a product of
calculations undermined by the disappearance of the wider horizon upon which the calculations were based: the framework of the
relations of a state-organized system of production engulfed by
the distended networks of production of international capitalism.
The problem of Väike-Őismäe, it seems, was that in order to make
the calculations on which its precise modernist functionality was
founded, too many of the variables of life had to be excluded.
From the Väike-Őismäe perspective, therefore, the victory of
capitalist modernization looks like that of the integration of
geospatial technologies into everyday life: for, from the intergalactic to the intra-corporal, as predicted in Charles and Ray Eames’
Powers of Ten films made for IBM in 1968 and 1977, contemporary
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technologies are making possible the measuring
of space in ways that seem potentially infinite
in their flexibility. Mobile phone applications
to indicate current levels of air pollution, smart
travel guidance systems indicating the precise
moment of the arrival of buses or enabling your
car to brake to avoid an obstacle you may not
even have noticed, the internet availability of a
host of data about any given location (enabling
you to better decide whether to buy or not to
buy), the dizzying effects that Mark Dorrian
describes of the multi-scalar maps and images
of Google Earth or a variety of GPS technologies enabling the precise location of yourself,
those you love (and suspect of misbehaving)
or your enemies, all demonstrate how digital
technologies are transforming the temporality,
scales and precision of the relationships between
space and data.
For Steven Graham, this victory is a final defeat:
the automatic tracking and killing technologies
being tested in contemporary fields of urban
warfare are a prelude to future ways in which
our increasingly splintered cities will become
divided and ruled by automatic location technologies based on a person’s ability to pay. In
other words, the victory of capitalist modernization has enabled a refinement of the state
surveillance techniques derided as the pathology
of state socialism. It seems that in Graham’s view
the ability to absolutely automatically calculate
location is endemic with the absolute expulsion
of life. Yet, at the same time, the more sophisticated calculation of spatial measurements as
used in medicine, ecology, navigation, urban
planning, etc., can also give life or improve
quality of life. Thus, we might seem in a typical
post-modern or hyper-modern double bind.
Or perhaps, in the light of Väike-Őismäe, it is
more promising to explore the possibility that
faith in the information provided by calculation
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is further evidence that we have never been
modern?
The technology that makes space measurable
does so through a multiplication of the differences, simplifications and distances required
to make measurement possible. Bruno Latour’s
Paris: Invisible City project is built on the
premise that it is precisely the inability to see the
whole city, through the intermediary of institutions, models, technology, actions and the jumps
and traces of information between them that enables the city of Paris to function. For Latour, if
you give in to the temptations of “double-click”
science, mistaking access to information for the
networks and transformations that enable this
information to come about, you will understand
neither the information nor its impact on the
world. In his current digitally based collaborative project, An Inquiry into Modes of Existence,
he argues that this changed optic is all the more
important at a time when it becomes ever more
urgent to find ways to recalibrate how human /
technological relations produce the planet.
Caught in the interval between systems, VäikeŐismäe makes one wonder about the relation
between space and measurements; of whether
the much talked about transition might not
actually be about reconfiguring the quantitative
and the qualitative (of which the current abuses
of power and commodification in post-socialist
countries would be a perverse symptom). Henri
Lefebvre delights in a play introduced by the fact
that the French word for measure, ‘la mesure’,
is also that of a musical beat, in other words,
of a dynamic interrelation, a dialectic with a
transformative potential, which he situates at
the heart of his call for a rhythmanalysis as a
methodology for analysing spaces. How many
maps might it take to map the rhythms through
which Väike-Őismäe is produced?

A PHANTASMAGORIC ARMY OF RESISTANCE
Guy Fawkes, Friedrich Nietzsche and now, Anonymous.
The shape-shifting cyber vigilantes are
ever-present wherever there is a stir in the people,
thriving amidst chaos, evading classification
and baffling their opponents with their coded logic.
by Gabriella Coleman

Here is a question without an easy answer: Who is Anonymous?
I have spent the last three years spending copious time with
Anonymous on chat rooms, during protests and interviewing
participants. Still this question has no easy or at least straightforward answer.

Bird-view of the Väike-Öismäe district, photo courtesy of Arne Maasik.

Since 2008, various groups of hackers, technologists, activists,
geeks and unknown parties have used the name ‘Anonymous’ to
organize diverse genres of collective action. These have stretched
from humiliating hacks against security firms to technological
support for Occupiers or Arab revolutionaries. In some instances, a multitude participates, as was the case with one their most
famous operations: ‘Operation Payback’ in December 2010. They
targeted the websites of PayPal and MasterCard after they ceased
accepting donations for Wikileaks. Anonymous can also involve
smaller, and more exclusive hacker groups such as Antisec.
These hackers violate the law by breaking into servers to scour
for politically-damning information to leak to the world at large.
They are generally misunderstood, alternately described by
journalists as a collective of ‘online activists,’ ‘global cyberwarriors,’ and ‘cyber vigilantes.’ The source of this confusion is not
hard to understand. Although Anonymous has increasingly
devoted its energies to digital dissent and direct action, it has no
definite trajectory, nor any single point of interaction, and they
are located here and there.
Analyzing a subject that remains under “prolonged obscurity
[and] desires to be incomprehensible, concealed [and] enigmatic”
(to quote Friedrich Nietzsche), might seem impossible. But just as
each twist of a kaleidoscope reveals a distinct pattern, so too have
the patterns of Anonymous been revealed, at least momentarily.
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To better understand the political significance
and intentionality of the work of Anonymous,
it is useful to cite the Enlightenment’s greatest
critic, Friedrich Nietzsche as a starting point
for exploration. The defiantly unclassifiable
work of Anonymous that encompasses interventions, visual imagery and manifestos, gains
clarity and insight when paralleled with these
kindred aphorisms that feel almost tailor-made
for the group.
Despite being a phantasmagoric army of resistance, unyielding to the desires and demands
of statistics, systems and even sociological
analysis, they have revealed fleeting revelations
of their underlying logic through flashes of
art, digital tactics or stinging words. Like the
broader mimetic and troll culture from which it
came, Anonymous is quick to appear, circulate,
submerge, even vanish and perhaps reappear.
Subterranean Sorcerers
A ‘subterranean man’ [is] at work, one who tunnels and mines and undermines. As though he
perhaps desires this prolonged obscurity, desires
to be incomprehensible, concealed, enigmatic,
because he knows what he will thereby also
acquire: his own morning, his own redemption,
his own daybreak?
—Friedrich Nietzsche

Anonymous are subterranean sorcerers whose
art is to conjure spectacle—but unlike Guy Debord’s Society of the Spectacle—Anonymous has
done so largely on their own terms. Their magic resides foremost in their ability to exploit
society’s prevalent technical ignorance, which
is, at times, amplified by media distortions.
A journalist describes one of their main places
of daily interaction—Internet Relay Chat
(IRC)—as “the deep web.” This characterization
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helps to create the illusion that Anonymous
are inaccessible. But there is nothing deep nor
even hidden about IRC; since around 1989, IRC
has been used by geeks and hackers all over
the world to coordinate and communicate. It is
where I spent much of my time doing research
on Anonymous and where you too can find
them, if you so desire.
Another journalist might call one of their
main weapons—a distributed denial of service
attack (DDoS attack)—as a “the equivalent
of thermonuclear war.” But can it be war if
nothing is hacked into, broken, blown up, or
even in the least bit damaged? Even the typical
Anonymous DDoS attacks, which utilize traffic
floods, are unlikely to be successful against sites
that perform a lot of data transaction such as,
say, Amazon. Anonymous DDoS campaigns
have tended to focus on more static, ‘business
card’ style sites such as MPAA.org (Motion
Picture Association of America). Their DDoS
tactics are a political stunt; the sites that are
more vulnerable to DDoS tend not to be actual
important infrastructure, just a symbol of that
infrastructure.
Even those journalists who report responsibly
and accurately on Anonymous love to seize on
these types of tactics—and how they especially
love to zero in on the figure of the hacker. Once
they report on them, it works to amplify their
actions, sometimes throwing some distortions
in the mix, for instance by making it seem
Anonymous is composed primarily of hackers.
A great majority are not.
The political hacking operations of Anonymous
became quite prominent only in the middle
of 2011. It was the summer of endless hacks:
for instance, the CIA website was taken down,
PBS.org was defaced, and Fridays were chris-

tened ‘Fuck FBI Fridays.’ But hacking remains
one tool of many (some networks oppose hacking and defacing) and there is other work to be
done: stirring press releases to write, propaganda posters to design and videos to edit.
But we know so well that the media simply
craves a leader, a compelling character, at minimum a face. Anonymous, for the most part, do
not yield to their demands. They laugh back.
Eventually the media and the public at large
get what they want: for once the state enters
the fray, arrests are made, bodies and lives are
uncovered and the media can write their story
of the hacker-hero or hacker-traitor.
But their sorcery is not simply duplicity borne
from our collective ignorance or the media’s
own proclivity to distort and sensationalize.
There is something magical and uncanny about
Anonymous. And it is their birth, their genesis
as an uncivil activist phenomenon, which arrests our attention and sparks the imagination.
Aphorisms about the prank and the accident
are thus in order. For it is the prank that laid
the ground for the weirdest accidental birth of
activist politics, possibly ever to exist.
Tricksters
Maintaining cheerfulness in the midst of a
gloomy task, fraught with immeasurable responsibility, is no small feat; and yet what is needed
more than cheerfulness? Nothing succeeds if
prankishness has no part in it. Excess strength
alone is the proof of strength.
—Friedrich Nietzsche

The pleasures of recognizing the accidental are
not to be confused with the pleasures of interpretation. Rather, they are a recognition of the point
where power convulses itself.
—Jon Roberts[1]
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I have been known to describe Anonymous as
tricksters. This is because Anonymous were,
in the first instance, nothing but Internet
trolls—intentional provocateurs—who offend,
play, prank, simply for their own pleasures, for
what they call the ‘lulz,’ Internet jargon for the
laughs. Trolling can take many different forms.
It can be lighthearted or gruesome, but almost
always entails an unpredictable combination of
trickery, pranking, defilement and deception.
The more offensive, the better. To those not in
the joke, trolling can be especially terrifying.
In 2008, The Church of Scientology was upset
that one their own internal recruitment videos
featuring their most famous celebrity member,
Tom Cruise, had leaked onto the Internet.
Once the wealthy church unleashed its lawyers
to sue web publishers to remove the video,
Anonymous unleashed its classic trolling
techniques back at them. And by all estimates,
it was the mothership instance of their trolling:
jamming Scientology websites, sending unpaid
pizzas to organization headquarters, faxing
nude body images to churches and, of course,
relentless phone pranking of the Dianetics
hotline.
As part of these acts of trickery and defilement, Anonymous published a video—which
to invoke Nietzsche again was simply done to
maintain their own cheerfulness. In the video,
they declared a war against Scientology:
For the good of your followers, for the good of
mankind—and for our own enjoyment—we
shall proceed to expel you from the Internet and
systematically dismantle the Church of Scientology in its present form. We recognize you as
a serious opponent, and we are prepared for a
long, long campaign. You will not prevail forever
against the angry masses of the body politic.

Your methods, hypocrisy and the artlessness
of your organization have sounded its death
knell. You have nowhere to hide because we
are everywhere.
We cannot die; we are forever. We’re getting
bigger every day—and solely by the force of
our ideas, malicious and hostile as they often
are. If you want another name for your opponent, then call us Legion, for we are many.
It was earnest—and quite compelling—but earnestly a joke. The trickery was so crafty they got
swept by their own cunning, which indeed can
happen to tricksters. At times they get ensnared
by their own tricks. Although a joke, the video
unexpectedly sparked a debate: should they
hit the streets to protest the church or remain
faithful to its madcap roots? The answer came
in the form of a global day of street demonstrations on February 10, 2008, held in over 127
cities with over 7 000 participants.
Just then, a political movement was born.
Soon unrelated nodes hatched and many taking
the mantle started to identify as bona fide activists, albeit with a transgressive uncivil twist.
But they of course did not want to become
gloomy, they kept the prank and integrated into
their activist arsenal.
Modeling Thermodynamic Chaos?
But there is more to their subterranean magic
and it lies in their predictable chaos, which
we can also describe slightly differently as
an ‘unpredictable logic.’ They may be hard to
predict but they are not pure chaos. They rise
up for reasons: they are most often triggered
into action when threats to civil liberties loom
and this is when they are able to shore up most
support from their supporters and admirers
But they make so many appearances across
the globe: Zimbabwe, Tokyo, Québec, Brazil,
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Philippines, a small town in Ohio, Steubenville
and of course, rise up to defend the values
associated with the Internet. But their success
is unpredictable, even to them. Their world
can be rather confusing.
This much is already known: for every sensible
line of straightforward statement, there are
leagues of senseless cacophonies, verbal jumbles
and incoherencies.
—Jorge Luis Borges

Anonymous screeches, or sometimes whispers,
senseless cacophonies, verbal jumbles and
incoherencies. They weave multiple labyrinths.
There are various IRC networks in existence,
AnonOps, VoxAnon, AnonSet, sometimes at
war. Regional nodes are plenty from Romania
to India. At times, participants are purposely
deceitful. If you are a law-breaker you must be
clandestine for self-protection. Deceit can also
be a tactic to coax headlines out of the media.
They seek to expose state secrecy but they keep
secrets. And secrecy once accepted, “becomes
an addiction” once said Physicist Edward Teller, or at least a source of pleasure, as sociologist
Georg Simmel so rightfully noted.
They are not weapons of the weak, the phrase
anthropologist James Scott[2] uses to describe
peasant politics for these voiceless, oppressed
actors do everything possible not to call attention to themselves. “Their safety,” claims James
Scott “lies in their anonymity.”
Weapons of the Geek
Anonymous are weapons of the geek. They are
anonymous (technically pseudonymous) but
perpetually call attention to themselves, seeking it out. They are an adept public relations
portal. They rage against the machine but also
lie deep in that machine. They are the makers

and by-products of informational capitalism.
Some Anons are system administrators who in
their day job might fight spam and administer
our e-mail but with Anonymous they install
and maintain IRC and some might command
the botnets, the zombie computers, used for a
DdoS campaign. There are programmers who
code the mountains of software which bring
computers and the Internet to life, some who
have erected websites for Anonymous news.
Then there are those deft, adept designers who
are the contemporary makers and ministers
of desire. In the context of Anonymous they
make the thousands of videos and posters used
to rally the troops. These crafters—whether a
programmer, system administrator, or designer—might even poach time at work to…work
on their activism.

recognition and especially fame is taboo. It is
for this reason that hacker crews like Antisec
got massive flack. While respected for potential
political yields, they were disked by a great
many due to their status-seeking behavior.
When this ethic is violated, people often get
drubbed, chastised or marginalized; I myself
have been told to act more humbly in the face
of Anonymous. Those who bare the self—that
is, those that seek public status—are certainly
called out:
<A> hey Aaaa, can I say you really love attention and
are just some wannabe?
<A> would be surprised if you are some faggot fed
<A> just like sabu [hacker working as informant]
<A> wouldn’t
<Aaaa> you can say whatever you like m

But Anonymous also houses the bored, the
disenchanted, the mad and disabled, the merely
curious and of course the unknown. They have
become multitudinous, numerous and prolific.
The collective power of the many, rather than
the labor of the one, defines their ethical way of
being. The virtue of opacity and illegibility.
What you want is fame?
Then note the price:
All claim
To honor you must sacrifice.

<Aaaa> but you’d be wrong
<A> You’re just like @A, some attention seeking
faggot

By sacrificing and effacing the selves and by
shunning leaders, it has ensured their compelling mystery and helped their spread.
A small fire demands constant tending. A bonfire
can be let alone. A conflagration spreads.
—Anonymous on Anonymous

—Friedrich Nietzsche

Man is least himself when he talks in his own
person. Give him a mask, and he will tell you
the truth.

Taken globally, Anonymous has become a symbol for popular unrest, a way to channel via
material from the deep disenchantment with a
dictator, with a law, with the economy, with the
culture of rape, basically with anything.

—Oscar Wilde

They have shown us the virtue in opacity
and illegibility. They heartily, one might say
even aggressively, shun the ruling ethic of the
century: celebrity, publicity, me. Seeking public
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In North America and in Europe, Anonymous
have come to life just as privacy and anonymity
are slipping away, dying. They dramatize the
importance of privacy and anonymity in an era

where both are rapidly eroding. Anonymous,
of course, champions anonymity in causes,
but this commitment is echoed in both the iconography and its ethical codes. The movement
provides a rare countermeasure in deeds, words
and symbols against a world that encourages
people to reveal their lives—where the Internet
remembers everything about us, where our histories are permanently stored in search indexes
and government databases—and at a time when
governments’ ability to surveil their citizens has
grown exponentially thanks to low-cost, ubiquitous digital technologies and the outsourcing of
surveillance to the corporate world.
Anonymous, despite its call for privacy by
challenging surveillance, may be nothing to
celebrate. They are likely not our saviors. While
it is too early to divine, I sometimes think
Anonymous is merely the party at the funeral
of online freedom and privacy:
We will be small scattered darknets on the fringes of the Internet after all is lost.
—Anonymous

But maybe they are the irreverent clowns,
rabble rousers and tricksters who are keeping
the reaper at bay and enabling others, from
protesters on the street to elected representatives in parliament, to join the political carnival
and challenge threats to personal privacy and
freedom.
Ever hungry like a flame
However explosive Anonymous is today, its
continued presence on the world stage is
certainly not guaranteed to last. It is plagued
by infighting, fragmentation, as well as brand
fatigue. Paranoia exploded in spring 2012 after
the news broke that Hector Xavier Monsegur,
known more commonly by his hacker handle
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‘Sabu,’ had been exposed as an FBI informant.
Most troubling for its long-term survival is
government crackdown: since the summer of
2011, over 100 alleged participants have been
arrested around the globe, in Romania, Turkey,
Italy, the UK, the US, Chile and Germany.

THE MANY ONES
About authorship in the commercial
family house market

Anonymous is an evolving thing
It is like a phoenix
It might occasionally catch fire and burn to the
ground
But it will be reborn from ashes.

For a research on the influence of digitalization on architecture and urbanism, the pre-fab will offer an interesting field of
investigation from different points of view. On the one hand,
the factory-made house with its roots in the serial production
of prefabricated standard-houses leads to the principle of ‘copy
and paste’, the basic operation of digital processes. On the other
hand, digitalization in planning and manufacturing has caused
considerable mutations on the housing market in loosening the
industrial fabrication from the production of identical homes.
Computer-based techniques allow for differentiated offers while
maintaining serial production, which is why the ready-made
house has developed from an appropriately priced house for
everyman into a high-end product. Nonetheless, pre-fab house
offers appear, overall, to be strangely uniform. Why is that? And
what is the impact of different ideas of authorship within this?

—Anonymous

Yes, I know from where I came!
Ever hungry like a flame,
I consume myself and glow.
Light grows all that I conceive,
Ashes everything I leave:
Flame I am assuredly.
—Friedrich Nietzsche

by Julia Gill

[≠] References www.theanxiousprop.org

The concept of the industrially manufactured standard home
is bound to the modern age. It is based on the conviction that
the requirements for housing were very similar after all… the
one-family-house surrounded by a garden—as a guarantee for a
physically and mentally healthy family life—can be considered
as the unchallenged ideal of the time. Once these ‘needs’ were
identified, a universal functional, technical and even aesthetical
standard for family-houses could be defined, and numerously
reproduced through the potential of mass industrialization.
This ideally resolves the buildings not only from their physical
context in sense of a genius loci, but also from a specific task
ordered by a certain client. Instead, serial production requires
commercial distribution and therefore has to be focussed on —
supposed—desiderata of an anonymous clientele: The home
becomes a product and underlies the dynamic of the consumer
market.
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Individualisation
The handcrafted and the industrially manufactured products are distinguished from each
other above all in the reversed meaning and
valuation of, respectively, the primary, actual
function and the secondary, symbolic function.
Such a paradigm change is also significant for
the commercialisation of the single-family
house, which transforms the owned home into
a product and the construction into a service—
in the eyes of most vendors, a step that they do
not look back upon without pride. This forces
them however into an increasingly systematic
application of the product form, in order to
remain competitive within a steadily growing
market.[1]
The prerequisite of this competitiveness is
to match the production and distribution
conditions of other industries, for example the
automobile, furniture, or garment industries.
These fell from the start under the heading of
‘mass customisation’. Here, mass production
and customisation are bound together in a way
which can be understood as customised mass
production, and means that, with an eye on the
progress of technical development and under
consideration of set parameters, an individualised garment, piece of furniture or car can be as
quickly and cheaply manufactured as if it were
mass produced. The distinction must therefore
often focus on nuances.[2] Thus for example
auto manufacturers offer an apparently endless
palette of colours – in plain or double lacquer
– as well as a wide variety of technical refinements and variations on the extra options. The
consumer is soothed with the illusion that he is
getting a unique model.
The transference of these principles to readymade houses means, thanks to the latest technology, that reasonably priced manufacture,
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based on industrialised and rational planning
and building processes, no longer has to stand
in the way of realising the individual builder-owner’s wishes. In this way the house manufacturer ostensibly offers the customer tailored
products at moderate prices, which heightens
the attractiveness of the offer. At the same time
they can use the customer information that
steers the configuration process as input for
the development of new products, essentially
conducting market research and thus in the
end profiting twice.
The internet offers here the ideal interface
between customer and vendor: company
home pages do not always restrict themselves
to information about the latest offer. Interactive house configurators additionally enable
potential house buyers to extend different floor
plan suggestions with bay windows or winter
gardens, select options like a gabled roof versus
a hipped roof, and choose styles from classic
to modern. Within a few seconds the customer can get a fixed price estimate with a visual
simulation from top edge to base plate in 3-D
perspective. The result is often an eclectic mix
of distinct types, styles and elements.
Standardisation
Living in one’s own home combines concrete
advantages like adaptability to individual
needs, protection against the tyrannies of
landlords, and material security—especially in
old age – with features such as independence,
freedom and autonomy. With connotations of
such conservative values as reduced consumption, frugality, discipline, labour, and long-term
planning, owning one’s own home is valued as
an appropriate expression of a successful biography. At the same time, owning a single-family
house demonstrates individual success in life
and upward social mobility, and thus fulfils

the function of a status symbol. Nonetheless,
through the increasing prevalence of home
ownership, for which the pre-fab as both
product and driver is largely held responsible,
the representative function becomes relative.
Now the representation of social distinctions
as a secondary mechanism is set in motion.
The original low-cost house now has to appear
bigger and more expensive if it is aimed to
assert the owner’s financial potency and ascent
to a higher social status.[3]
The advertising promises used by vendors are
designed to usher the customised dream house
of the individual wishes and imaginings of
their clients. They incite the need of potential
customers to express a public image projecting
the uniqueness and significance of their person.
At the same time, the ever-increasing flavours
on offer do supply the customer with numerous
possibilities for self-identification.[4]
Thus the imagery of these “homes” activate
ideals which are for their part standardised
and constantly reproduced in all areas of real
estate advertising. These images illustrate
dream worlds, from Mediterranean flair and
cool ambience, to fantasies of the castles and
gardens of the rich and beautiful. Furniture
magazines and catalogues, newspapers,
guidebooks, promos and television films are
all similarly defined by these images. Cooking shows, arranged around highly polished
kitchen blocks, set the measure for the new
feel-good home. Numerous deco-soaps, broadcast over various channels many times daily,
serve to the awakened yearnings, as advisers
of interior design, to play in the family fate,
giving practical tips and instructions on how
to adapt these dream worlds, all within the
owner’s own four walls.
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Authorship
So the shape of the mass-customized prefab
refers to a multiple authorship, wherein architects only take a marginal role. But it isn’t the
house-owners that want to design their own
dream-houses either. Instead, presumed ideals,
wishes and requirements, medially condensed
to clichés, combined with operator interfaces
and components of house-builder-software, determine the housing market. Thus, the freedom
won in digital manufacturing is neutralised in
a collage of boilerplate images—albeit bought
at a high price. This is indirectly driven by
society and taxpayers who unwittingly feed
the spoiled landscape of high development
costs, and it is directly driven by the buyer
whose interest supposedly transpires through
it all. On one hand, the buyer pays entirely for
wishes of individualisation, on the other hand,
a fashionable (facade) design seldom contributes to maintaining or increasing the value of
the property. Investment in the largest possible
standardised-customised dream home, on
the smallest, cheapest possible plot of land is
seldom worth its cost: the more ex-centric the
architecture and location, the lower the resale
value. In the model home parks, out-of-fashion
show-houses are replaced when they no longer
reflect the current trends. House owners do not
have that option.
[≠] References www.theanxiousprop.org

One-family houses “Am Sonnenhügel”, Berlin. All photographs taken 2012 by Amos Fricke, Berlin, ...
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... for the seminar “Atlas ex-zentrischer Normalität” by Carola Ebert, Julia Gill and Susanne Stahl at UdK Berlin.
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EXCHANGE WITH GERALD RAUNIG
by Luis Berríos-Negrón
The work of Gerald Raunig has been of significant influence to the Anxious Prop since its
initiation. Not only strengthening the voices of
our precarity, but particularly how Raunig’s notion of abstract machines continues to inform
a compositional impulse that makes us aspire
towards distributions, rather than crystallizations, as discreet alliances of indiscrete perceptual moments. These moments are most often a
combination of time-based actions that rely on
props (as theatrical tools, support structures,
propellers, pedestals, preparations) to mediate
prescient concerns and desires. As in Case 3,
it is still of utmost concern to make visible a
critique of speculative trends that to us supersonically polarize knowledge and limit the
social struggle caused by the homogenizing,
covert force of neocolonial guise to predict and
control futures, rather than building future.
In a recent critique of Speculative Realism
and Object Oriented Ontology, co-written
with Christopher Brunner, Raunig says: We
suspect a certain complementarity between the
two major theoretical obsessions of the contemporary art field over the past few decades:
relationality and objecthood. It appears that
their relationship is one of strict opposition (on
the one hand, the in-between, the exchange and
the infinite flows of relationality; on the other,
the strictly confined and finite shape of the
object). Actually, we observe a certain hidden
complicity between the two apparent opponents
in the reproduction of the dichotomy of subject
and object and its old hierarchies.*
It is these old hierarchies I am intent on
leaving behind, as I hope that working with,
and nurturing along the Anxious Prop will
yield greater abilities to attain that desired
formlessness of radical mediation and envi52

ronmental form.
Just these past few weeks, while in residency at
the ZHdK, I had a chance to speak with Raunig
and ask him more about these hierarchizations,
on moving beyond dualism and correlation.
We later exchanged emails and I asked particularly in this context in regards to intellectual
property, to which he responded:
Starting in the middle, not at a point, at a
source, at an authorial departure from an ancestral line ceaselessly individualizing Copyright
and authorship, to take possession, but rather on
a nonlinear line in the middle of a flux.
We always already stand “on the shoulders
of giants”. This doesn’t automatically have to
mean filiation, an undifferentiated association
with the father, the dissolution of molecular
diversity by the molar authority of the ancestral
line. It can just calmly and modestly mean that
we situate our beginnings in the middle, a middle that has never been empty.
Synchronous co-authorship by many is
always already the basis of every creation in
the social context. Not just the real exchange
between authors—reading each other’s work,
commenting, discussing, collegial criticism—
but also the not-yet-realized exchange—vision,
desire for anactualization of the multitude, for
dealings with specific singularities.
Against the background of the extreme
valuation of scholarly production in machinic
capitalism, the issue today is just no longer one
of how to deconstruct the myth of a genius-like,
individual auctoritas as origin. It is also, and
above all, about how the old general intellect,
now a transversal intellect, can develop as an
emancipatory cooperation, not being governed
in this way, not being valorized in this other way.
“My condition”, Kafka writes in a journal
entry in the middle of a writer’s block in early
1910, “is not that of unhappiness, but it is also
not one of happiness, not of apathy, not of

weakness, not of fatigue, not of an interest in
something else—so what is it then? That I do
not know this probably goes hand in hand with
my inability to write. And this I believe myself
to understand, without knowing its reason.
All of the things that come to my mind do not
come from the root, but rather from somewhere near the middle. For someone to attempt
to seize this, these things that come to my mind
is for someone to try to hang on to a blade of
grass that only begins to grow in its middle.
Some can probably do this, Japanese acrobats
for example, who climb a ladder that does not
rest on the ground, but rather on the raised
soles of the feet of a person half laying on the
ground, and which does not lean against the
wall, but rather simply extends upward into
the air. I cannot do this, if for no other reason,
my ladder doesn’t even have these soles to
stand upon. ”
As long as the machine Kafka imagines itself
as individually isolated inside his writer’s block,
this machine remains incapable of writing. Only
when a middle has been created, in which a
ladder and the soles of feet, the acrobats’ bodies,
the many components of the machine dis-harmonizing and harmonizing—only then can this
blade of grass grow from its middle. There, in the
gaping middle, there doesn’t need to be a reason,
or a root, or walls that support the ladder. There,
the body machines, the social machines, the
revolutionary machines, the abstract machines
form chains with text machines.

Translation of Raunig’s response from
original German by Carrie Roseland
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EXCHANGE WITH FLORIAN DOMBOIS
by Luis Berríos-Negrón
Florian Dombois is a scientist and an artist.
He is the head of the Forschungsschwerpunkt
Transdisziplinarität of the Zürcher Hochschule
der Künste. He effectively has been one of the
most active figures managing and mediating
the nuanced relationships between art and
science. I have spent time with Florian these
pasts few months, testing flying carpets, and
talking about what is research and authorship
in the arts.
LBN After all your years working in both
art and science, how has your idea about artistic research evolved?
FD I grew up in the arts. And from that
experience I was critical with the situation
about the arts and decided to study Geophysics
instead. But in my first year I already realized
that even though the topics seemed right, I was
in the wrong context. Nevertheless, I finished
my Master. From that experience I realized
some interesting parallels between artistic and
scientific practices. And, when going public with
the slogan “Art as Research” in 2003 I posed this
to provoke scientists as much as artists. In the
beginning it worked fine, and we had intense
discussions. Meanwhile “artistic research” is
assumed to be a field (which I think is totally
wrong) and often reduced to artistic “knowledge production”, which makes me feel strongly
uncomfortable. So I prefer not to speak anymore
about Art as Research.
LBN But before we take that step, of not
speaking about it, compared to historical,
technological and/or hard science research,
is research in the arts different in regards to
copyright and intellectual property?
FD This is an interesting question. One of
the aspects I find attractive of involving myself as
an artist in the research context is the payment:

the art market pays by product, but research is
paid by effort. This implies not only the opportunity for more long-term projects or team-work,
but also that the results often do not need to
return the investment. I can relax with how people carry on my ideas. Forms of open licensing
are possible in a way that I could never allow to
occur in my other work as a freelance artist.
Quoting other authors and naming them is
a gesture of respect and it is enjoyable. Unfortunately, I see often people hiding their sources.
As a colleague once said “They see it. They take
it. They put it in their pocket.” And then, ignoring the reference, the not-naming, produces bad
energy, bad conscience. I have seen so many people using my ideas and trying not to be visible to
me. It is so narrow-minded.
Another group are those people who profit
without realizing: this is even worst. If you paint,
authorship is clear. But if you change atmospheres, spatial set-ups, spirits, then people often
cannot or do not want to name who inspired
them and why they are so electrified. And then,
they forget to quote. This is unfair. But, let me
ask you a question: why do you write in your
mail signature “Dissemination, distribution or
copying of this e-mail or the information herein
by anyone other than the intended recipient is
prohibited.” ?
LBN Well, that is a fair question… that
disclaimer is all about personal privacy—
which I think is a fundamental component of
true publicity—as I do believe, now more than
ever, that we are entitled to it as long as we are
not harming anyone else. Although I think
there are important relationships amongst
privacy, public space, and intellectual property,
in this particular case, I think it is better to
discuss ideas, rather than personal information.
So then, I ask, how is authorship considered in a transdisciplinary environment, such
as the one you teach in the ZHdK?
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FD I cannot answer here easily and I am
not sure, how these delicate issues can be generalized. But I assume working in a collective can
mean a win-win-situation, that’s why we do it.
And so I give the rule to my team, that gaining
from that exchange in the role of an author,
means formulation, articulation in a disciplinary framework. If this is done with proper
acknowledgement, I think, every team member
should be allowed to profile him/herself in his /
her field as single author. And as long as the
background disciplines are not overlapping too
much, this works fine. In Cologne they say “Man
muss auch jönne könne” (‘hang loose, you don’t
begrudge, just be pleased for others’). One should
take the challenge and publish similar good
things in your own field.
LBN I sincerely appreciate this deliberate
effort to be pleased for others. Does the Journal
for Artistic Research (JAR) help in facilitating
this type of social contract, and if so, how?
FD Funny that you ask that. Yes, this is so.
And, a lot of people couldn’t imagine, if you read,
for example, “Texte zur Kunst” in JAR. What
we have installed with its Research Catalogue is
open to everybody, it is from artists for artists.
All art journals curate, JAR does not. It is bottom up: people apply for an exposition and then
they face peer review, which has become more
and more a platform of discourse (just read the
reviews, they are public) on artistic production.
If we simplify and say—the art market is open
to very few and then these people can get away
with almost everything—what we want is the
opposite: being inclusive and then debate on
a high level of quality.
One of the reasons, why I stepped down
from the board of JAR is, that after years of
setting it up, I need to work on my own things
again. I hope other people engage, enjoy and
cease the opportunity.

DIGITAL SUBLIME
Excerpts from a lecture prepared for the conference
“Architecture and the Digital Sublime”,
15-16 January 2013, TU Berlin.
by Mario Carpo

[...]
Alongside this more general framework, however, post-modern culture also bequeathed to digital theories a number of
less conspicuous, often unsuspected arguments, ideologies
and topics that one would not easily associate with a high-tech
revolution. From the 1990s to this day, digital theory in general,
and digital design theory in particular, have been deeply marked
by theories and beliefs of post-modern provenance, which
mostly derive from system theory, complexity theory, and the
so-called post-modern sciences of indeterminacy. In the 90s it
was common among designers to refer to this way of thinking as
“non-linearity”, and Charles Jencks and Manuel de Landa must
be credited for bringing this term to the attention of the design
professions. We all know the example of the sandheap, or sandpile, which was common at the time to illustrate this matter. If
we let the grains fall regularly from above, the sandpile grows in
a perfectly predictable, geometrical way until at some point one
grain will provoke a catastrophe: the pile will collapse, and after
some turmoil a new shape will emerge, and stabilize. As it seems,
the point in time when the catastrophe occurs cannot be calculated or predicted; i.e. identical experiments repeated ad libitum
will always give different results. Likewise, each new configuration of the pile after the collapse will be different from all others,
and none can be predicted. In short, the sandheap will at some
point self-organize in an undeterminable, unpredictable way.
Indeterminacy in this instance may mean two different things:
first, that the sandpile is indeterminable, meaning we do not
have the tools or skills to describe it properly. This is the positivistic approach—implying that if we had enough science and
computing power, we could predict the fall of that sandpile as
effectively as we can predict the fall of this pen to the ground
(after I drop it of course). Then there is another approach,
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which posits that the sandpile is inherently
indeterminate, implying that the sandpile
is endowed with free will, and it may make
decisions as arbitrary as any living, intelligent
and animated being. If this may appear a long
shot to many of us, this way of thinking, called
vitalism, is deeply embedded in some religions
and in most pre-modern Western science; and
many in the past, and to this day, including
many people I know, and people probably you
know too, do in fact believe in the “animation
of the inorganic”—as well as in magic, and in
many other supernatural things that cannot be
easily proven with facts and figures.
Of course the notion that computers at some
point may acquire a faculty of will, and become
capable of choice, is long established in the
history of science fiction. But in the 90s, the
growing complexity of digital networks increasingly suggested and encouraged the notion that
computers, and the Internet, are indeed self-organizing systems, and that they may at times
behave in apparently non-linear, indeterminable ways. Traces of a similar vitalistic belief in
the animation of the inorganic, and particularly
in the animation of networked technical systems, are ubiquitous in the digital culture of the
90s—sometimes taken metaphorically, sometimes literally. Some of this thinking is also reflected in the discourse and in the experiments
of the 90s on what was then called cyberspace,
hypersurfaces, virtual reality, and what Brian
Massumi then called “digital phenomenology”:
a digitally mediated, multi-sensorial alternative
to physical space, as found, for example,
in some coeval work by Lars Spuybroek.
[...]
All this remained in the 90s a relatively marginal intellectual and cultural phenomenon:
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these were after all the extreme views of a
group of radical thinkers and ideologues, albeit
trendy at times, particularly in some political
circles. But today, much more is happening.
Today, many of these arcane theories have been
largely vindicated by techno-social change —
probably beyond the wildest expectations of
their post-modern prophets. Post-modern philosophers tended to be vaticinatory, obscure,
disgruntled, and often apocalyptic. Today,
their visions have been turned into reality by
a bunch of high-tech start-ups and by a new
generation of adolescent entrepreneurs, most
of whom may have never heard the names of
Gilles Deleuze or Ilya Prigogine. Techno-social
change is as incremental as it is pervasive, so
this bizarre development may have gone unnoticed. Yet, it is a fact that indeterminacy has
already infiltrated many of our new, technologically driven social practices, our economic
behavior, and even science.

out of business. In many walks of life, and of
science too, the old cause-to-effect, deterministic, causalistic approach which we used to take
for granted, at least to predict the behavior of
the inorganic world, has already been replaced
by a new, post-modern and post-scientific
method, which is not based on cause-to-effect
determination but on probabilism, statistics,
and increasingly heuristic, and holistic processes. Regardless of any ideological or cultural
stance, this seems to be, simply, the way many
of today’s digital tools work best. And if we
use these tools, as we do, we cannot avoid this
technical logic. Hence, not surprisingly, some
of these developments are also reshaping our
approach to design. Let me review, briefly, a
number of scenarios and design strategies that
share, I think, a similar indeterminist inclination, and which are becoming increasingly
frequent among today’s digitally intelligent
designers.

[...]

1. The Wikipedic style of many hands. In a
Wikipedia-like design environment, objects are
made by many but by no one in particular. The
object of design is forever drifting, permanently open to interactive editing and participatory
versioning; hence objects are never finished
and can never be entirely reliable or fully functioning; yet they are usable most of the time.

Again, there is no time here to discuss to what
extent Big Data has brought non-linearity into
our daily lives. But, for example, we all know
full well that most media objects today live in a
permanent state of random drift, and that it is
increasingly difficult—as well as pointless—
to try and freeze them in one single, authorial,
authorized, stable and reliable shape or form.
Who could have anticipated, only a few years
ago, the rise of a new encyclopaedia entirely written by its readers, where entries are
authored by many but by no one in particular,
where all pages, or in fact most pages, may
be edited by anyone at will, and without any
control, other than communal feed-back, or
the wisdom of crowds? Yet Wikipedia works,
often surprisingly well, while the old authorial
Encyclopaedia Britannica in print has gone

2. Generative, Evolutionary Scripts. Parametric
scripts can be instructed to generate random variations which are then automatically
selected based on the feedback deriving from
a chosen set of data. The whole process thus
emulates and almost reenacts Darwin’s theory
of evolution by natural selection (1st, random
variation; 2nd, elimination of the losers and
survival of the fittest for each given environment). This mode of product evolution by
automatic feedback and “natural” selection is
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current in the design of many media objects
(and famously in the case of web design, where
it this practiced under the understated and
misleading name of A / B testing).
3. A variant of the above is often practiced by
designers testing the material performance of
some particularly unwieldy structural systems.
Typically, the anelastic or anisotropic deformations of some non-standard materials may
be too difficult to calculate analytically, and
instead of mathematical calculations designers
must then resort to tests with physical models,
often with mockups in full size. Frei Otto and
Antoni Gaudi are frequently cited as pioneers
of this method; the shape of a soap bubble, the
deformation of a catenary rope, or of a batch
of knotted linen hanging from a ceiling are
said to be cases in point. For some, this mode
of design is simply an opportunistic shortcut
we choose when we prefer not to call in the
engineers; for others, there are things in nature
that even the best science cannot and will never
predict. Time will tell.
4. In cases less complicated than those just
mentioned, however, digital simulations
increasingly offer the possibility to test the
performance of a given material system on the
screen, rather than in reality. This is similar to
what traditional craftsmen once did: crafstmen
are not engineers; they neither design nor calculate: they just keep making and remaking an
object until it does not break, and they learn,
often tacitly, from this experience. Today, using digital simulation, designers can make and
break on the screen in a minute more objects
than a traditional craftsman would have made
and broken in a lifetime. Design by feeling and
by intuition, design by the gesture of the hand,
which some call “design by making”, hence
becomes a viable alternative to the analytic,

predictive approach of modern science—
and modern design.
Evidently, this is not design as we knew it.
The pattern common to these disparate trends
seems to be that, increasingly, we are redefining
and limiting the ambit of design because we
assume that digitally empowered systems are
capable to self-organize, and can find the best
solution by themselves—either by gathering the
wisdom of crowds or by letting nature find its
way. Both these solutions are of course problematic for many of us. They are problematic
for the design professions, of course; they also
have vast philosophical, ideological, social and
political implications.
Co-designing with nature, negotiating with
and even surrendering to nature’s will and
whim are timeless human ambitions, redefined
in the industrial age by nineteenth-century romanticism and by the various naturalisms and
organicisms that followed in the course of the
twentieth century. And as we know, the quest
for a renewed alliance with nature is a wiser
and more urgent policy today than at any time
in modern history. But in today’s social and
political environment, the praise for the “invisible hand” of nature, or of any other supposedly
self-organizing system, means much more than
that. We may choose to favour self-organization and digital Darwinism in design, but let’s
not fool ourselves: we already know what Social
Darwinism means—and what Social Darwinists have in mind.

HOW TO STEAL ARCHITECTURE
by Tim Gough

“… [Zaha] Hadid is currently trying to rush the original so that it
is finished before the copy.”
—Spiegel Online*

Perhaps is it Maurice Blanchot, in his essay Two Versions of
the Imaginary (1955, hereafter Two Versions), who raises the
question of the ambiguous status of the image for the first time:
“The image, according to the ordinary analysis, is secondary to
the object. It is what follows.” In these simple words can already
be heard the clear expression of a doubt—a doubt linked to the
question of time, since the words “ordinary analysis” (l’analyse commune) purposely resonate with Heidegger’s “ordinary
(or vulgar) concept of time” (vulgären Zeitbegriff). The ordinary
concept of time is the movement of past-present-future along an
unambiguous line of movement, and it is within this straightforward movement of thought that the image does indeed follow—
come after—the object.
Blanchot’s second version of the imaginary inverts this structure.
For what is it that makes the object an object? What gives it its
status? Precisely, the image: for it is only by distancing itself from
the image that the object can claim to be an object in the “first”
place: “In the image, the object again grazes something which it
had dominated in order to be an object—something counter to
which it had defined and built itself up” (emphasis added).
In this second version, it is apparently the image which “precedes”
the object, since it is only by means of the image that the object
can come to be defined as such. And, Blanchot says, this second
version of the image is in fact the primary one, defined over and
against our common, practical and reasoned ways of thinking.
Granted, we can always recapture the image and make it serve
the world’s truth. But in that case we reverse the relation which
is proper to it. The image becomes the aftermath, that which
comes later, which is left over and allows us still to have the
object at our command when there is nothing left of it. This is
a formidable resource, reason’s fecund power.
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My interpretation that it is in fact the image
that precedes its object needs, however, to
be deconstructed. Only that which has been
constructed falls to be deconstructed; to
deconstruct—an inherently positive gesture—
does not mean to take apart, but rather to
show the construction and the fact of construction. This means that deconstruction is never
content with the mere inversion of an existing
protocol; to deconstruct does not mean to
turn things the other way up, it is not an act
of reversal. (An act of inversion or reversal
is a negative gesture, even in relation to that
which is negative.) Inversion or reversal does
not, of itself, show a construction and its act,
although it may well be an effective prelude to
such a deconstruction. (I often find that, when
advancing through a project, the inversion of a
drawing—say, a plan which one had spent too
long looking at—acts as an effective prelude to
a creative move; just as a painter will sometimes
invert the canvas or the drawing to more effectively
capture or escape the image.)
In fact, Blanchot is in Two Versions deconstructing—avant la lettre—the image-object
relation and, by implication, the vulgar concept
of time. (The profound influence of Blanchot on Derrida legitimises the anachronism
of applying a 1960s term to a 1950s piece of
writing.) And he carefully avoids stating that,
within the “proper” version of the image, the
image precedes the object; he avoids stating the
mere inversion of the relationship. An inversion would maintain the relationship, and as
importantly would maintain the subordination
to the constructed, vulgar concept of time, the
subordination to the “obvious” movement of
past-present-future. Blanchot’s text maintains
itself within the space that it opens up between
the ordinary analysis of the image/object relation and its inverse, without ever collapsing into
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this inverted situation which remains, nonetheless, a constant temptation for thought. In this
way we—the readers—become entitled by the
text to an essentially problematic, mobile and
challenging milieu of thought about the image/
object relation. The text’s facility to maintain
us within this milieu, to bring us to and retain
us within a plateau of thought rather than a
climax of thought, has the effect of allowing a
mobile interweaving of text and thought—a
texture of a different order, an order which
Derrida hints at when he says il n’y a pas de
hors-texte, and an order which Deleuze invokes
when he demands that concepts must be new—
not just once, but forever new, precisely because
a concept such as Blanchot’s notion of the imaginary carries on working on us, maintaining
its problematic character.

Idea, the Copy and the Simulacrum (the copy
of the copy). And it is within a sort of vulgar
Platonism that we can locate the legal notion
of Intellectual Property Rights, since these rely
on an unequivocal protocol of the notion of
original and copy. Let’s take the very first chapter and sentence, for this author’s convenience
(as we will inevitably find the same in other
jurisdictions), of the UK Copyright, Designs
and Patent Act 1988:

and the drama of the story is a function of the
drama of the transition through which China
is currently forcing itself legally, culturally and
philosophically.

Copyright is a property right that subsists in
accordance with this Part in the following
descriptions of work —

Does architecture, necessarily, exist within
this structure? The answer depends on what
our ontology of architecture is. In common
with a genre of architectural production which
operates very effectively in the global market
economy, Hadid’s work has always self-avowedly been concerned with the formal qualities
of the object. The practice’s current built and
theoretical engagement with parametricism is
only a sub-species of its abiding concern above
all for form—the forming of matter according
to certain more or less explicit protocols. This
both implies and is a result of a certain ontology of architecture: the thought that architecture
is essentially the production of certain kinds
of objects—inhabited ones. This ontology of
architecture is at one with the over-coded laws
of global capitalism, and inevitably operates
squarely within an ordinary concept of time
and an ordinary concept of the relations between the “original” and the “copy”, the “object”
and its “image”. A work of architecture caught
within this ontology is haunted by the possibility of its copy, by its possible reproduction,
authorised or not.

(a) original literary, dramatic, musical or artistic
works….
and the first words of the second chapter read:

[All these authors—Blanchot, Derrida,
Deleuze—and a few others—Bataille, for
instance—suffer repeatedly at the hands of
interpretations which destroy the problematic,
jam-up the mobile, put a stick in the wheels of
the bicycle (of the machine), and destroy the
plateau by succumbing to the temptation of
the climax. This is even the case with supposedly favourable interpretations, but then
interpretation itself had already been flagged up
by them as a dead end...]
We can generalise Blanchot’s movement in
Two Versions. He speaks of the object and the
image, but the mobile structure he puts into
play applies to any common protocol dependent on the vulgar concept of time, that is, to any
pair of terms one of which necessarily depends
on the other according to the structure of time.
The protocol of “original” and “copy” is perhaps
the most obvious of these pairs of terms, and
Blanchot’s text quite clearly implies a deconstruction of the (vulgar) Platonism of the

The owner of the copyright in a work has, in
accordance with the following provisions of this
Chapter, the exclusive right to do the following
acts in the United Kingdom —
(a) to copy the work…
We see here how maintaining the ordinary notion of original and copy does precisely what
Blanchot states: it provides us with “a formidable resource, reason’s fecund power”, a resource
which now extends a global reach. Even in
cultures where copying traditionally has an entirely different meaning and implication to that
of our post-Platonic philosophies, the cause
of (market or state) capitalism has brought
in laws which, if not yet entirely effective, at
least provide a token of respect for copyright.
The copying of Zaha Hadid’s Guangzhou Opera
House (as reported in Der Spiegel, December
2012) was accompanied in almost equal measure by expressions of surprise and inevitability,
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This formidable legal resource gains its power
from that from which it originates, namely the
abstract machine of the original-copy, interpreted and coded into an organisational and
bureaucratic structure.

Of course, the formal copy has always existed,
for and in, architecture. Formally speaking, the
Guangzhou copy is no more “faithful” to its
original than Greek temples are to their preceding examples, or Francesco di Giorgio’s Gubbio

Ducale Palace courtyard to that of its immediate predecessor and almost exact likeness
in Urbino. That these were not protected by
copyright, that the copying was a positive rather than a negative act, is clearly a function of
their being built at times not only with different
legal provisions—and more generally at a time
when the abstract machine of the original/
copy, whilst active, had not been overcoded
into laws and procedures—but also having a
different ontology of architecture. To copy was,
evidently, not to repeat a form, but rather to
repeat the effect of the form. That is, the work
of architecture was both understood and created as a “block of becoming”, an “affect” (to use
Deleuzian terms)—that is, as an assemblage or
mobile mish-mash of the work and those who
come to the work. When Francesco di Giorgio
copies the Urbino courtyard in Gubbio, this is
not in order to represent the Duke’s presence in
both places, nor because the Urbino courtyard
was such an exemplary precedent (the most
beautiful court ever created, so it is said).
Rather, the event of becoming constituted
by what happens when the courtier, visitor
from afar, enemy or city-dweller encounters
the courtyard in Urbino is what is taken and
retold at Gubbio in order precisely to cement
the Duke’s power in both locations. This was
a subtle and necessarily effective political act
on the part of the architect and his client,
since the Duke’s power was forever potentially
challenged by the city-folk or the adjacent
city-states (which included the Malatestas in
Rimini), and actual presence in one city needed
to be balanced not by an absolute absence from
the other but rather by the haunting of the copy
there where the “original” was not currently in
residence. One can sense the same haunting
logic in the Duke’s Studiolo in Urbino, where
the “representations” of the Duke’s armour
hanging on the wall and his personal effects
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depicted on fictive shelves around the space
would again be misunderstood within a logic
of representation. Rather, the Duke’s presence
haunts the space for those who become part of
its assemblage (as it does to this day), and this
haunting was put to use as a political force.
Perhaps what is to be understood from this
comparison, across half a millennium,
of Zaha Hadid and Francesco di Giorgio, taking Blanchot as our hint, is something which
should be understood neither as a return to
a more authentic age of the early renaissance,
nor within any concept of history as development or consistent movement. To succumb
to these paradigms is surely again to naively privilege the vulgar movement of time.
Instead, we can see here a way of considering
architecture which is a constant resource, often
hidden beneath straightforward art-historical
and formal analyses, and hidden (as part of the
same schema) beneath the logic of intellectual
property. This way of considering architecture,
this proposed ontology (which we could also
call an epistemology), can now resurface at a
point where the whole question of the formal
copy becomes (as the Guangzhou Opera House
saga shows) almost an irrelevance. To copy a
form is now the trivial act of the computer;
but what if architecture has almost nothing
to do with form? What if form is merely a
side-effect, an after-effect? This lesson we are
beginning to learn…

by Carrie Roseland

2 pm on a Sunday. The narrator protagonist of this story is asleep and, although the hour and day
are known to us precisely, this sleeping narrator protagonist [1] is adrift on a temporal sea.
Infinitely many Sundays extend behind her and in front of her. What is it exactly about all these
days that makes them Sunday?
She wakes up and starts to cry [2] She does not know why she is crying, but she does know that
she cannot have what she wants. The images of her present failure combine with the images of
her failures of the past, all of her possible future failures, the failures she has seen and could
possibly see in films, the failures she has heard or could possibly hear in music – or read in books,
forming a narrative of virtual [3] failure which extends infinitely into time and space.
She is in the palace of fate [4] and perceiving it through the PRISM of failure.
She is mourning a failure that may or may not exist, because she cannot relate
the image in front of her to any image of success she has seen. [5]
She is Kate Winselt in Titanic, failing to save her lover – tomorrow she will wake to find him blue,
frozen, dead. There is nothing she can do. Icy heads of Leonardo DiCaprio floating on the North
Atlantic as far as the eye can see.
She cries for her mother – separated from her at a distance that, although measurable, cannot be
traversed in this instant, and it is in this instant that she needs her mother. The distance is infinite
in this instant. The impossible and the possible coincide.
She stops crying. She is still in bed, trembling.
There is a difference between the infinite and the infinitely many. [6]
// Perhaps this is an experience of THE SUBLIME: find definition.
The "sublime" is a term in aesthetics […] (which) refers to the experience of pleasurable
anxiety that we experience when confronting wild and threatening sights like, for example,
a massive craggy mountain, black against the sky, looming terrifyingly in our vision. [7]
// find better definition [8].

Not everything is a fish, but there are fishes everywhere. [9]
CUT.
She is sitting in front of her computer, staring at it immobile, trying to understand why the PRISM
of failure persists in breaking her perception into this horrific spectrum. If it is something she read,
heard or saw somewhere, she is determined to delete it.

The files are out there. They have been downloaded. They're down, there's no up anymore.
They're all down. They have to snip all the cords across the globe. [10]
She can't delete it. And she can't let it go. She doesn't even know what “it” is anymore.
“It” is just part of everything, a piece of the whole, like herself and inseparably linked to herself –
now that “it” has fallen within the scope of her point of view and become part of her memory.
CUT.

Lyotard remarks that Oedipus Rex might be considered a comedy because Oedipus “does not know
how to ruse as a narrator with the story of which he is the hero”. [11]
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DIVINE EYE [12]

KUNSTKAMMER [19] SOUNDKAMMER

In order to distract herself from the issue, she has been looking for a way to understand the function
of the word God in Western philosophy [13]

// REVIEW OF TAREK ATOUI [20] SOUND PERFORMANCE AT GALERIE HETZLER [21]
BERLIN-CHARLOTTENBURG

She can understand “God” as an infinite variable. God is everything a human being
could never be, can do everything a human being could never do.
God symbolizes that which a human being would be if all worldly
and material constraints were dissolved. The idea of God stands
for man's concept of his self as infinite and omnipotent.

[STANDARD ART REVIEW, PART 1: VISUAL DESCRIPTION]
We are in a typical gallery space. It has been divided into four sub-spaces. Speakers have been placed
in corners and at intersections between sub-spaces. A group of pedestals stands at the most globally
visible point in the gallery; controls, switches and circuit boards have been built into their tops.
It is from here that the artist performs, and around this installation gathers most of the audience.
The sound begins softly. Some faint noises come from different corners of the space and travel into its
near-emptiness, shattering against dividing walls, clattering to the floor, dissipating towards the ceiling.
I move around, listening, playing a bit with the sound.
The sound begins to build, it fills the space so densely that it becomes impossible to continue
moving around.

She can understand “God” as an infinite variable. At the moment when it seems the human being
is insufficient, “God” takes the place of “man”. This is to help humans accept their own impotencies
and limitations and forgive each other for their failings.
Divinity = Infinity

maybe this is stupid [14]

Does this failure actually correspond with any image of failure she has seen? Has she spent her life
amassing snapshots in a pile of failures, simply because they do not resemble any image of success
she has seen? Could she not have done the inverse? Why is her category of failure so flexible,
but that of success not?
Theoretically, it would be possible for her to look at the entire world differently and behave
differently in it, and this would reveal the world to her as different. The world would, in fact,
BE different. She would be the divine eye, choosing the appropriate point of view at every moment.
She runs her finger gently over the computer screen. “Where are you?” She places her fingers on
the keyboard, hoping they will make the magic words appear, the words that will give her the
appropriate point of view. “If I imagine you here, will you appear?” She tries to form the image of
the best of all possible worlds in her head and push it out through her fingertips, to mold it first in the
form of text, birth it into the sphere of the real. “If I imagine the words you will speak, will you speak
them without knowing why? And to whom will you speak them, if I am not there where you are?”
She cannot control the precise effect of her actions on the world. They enter out into a mass of
interacting actions of which she is effectively unaware [15] She gives them up to the unknown.
Someday, something will come back.

One can advance to a certain point, even though nothing further is possible. [16]
Dear Office of Aesthetic Occupation,
I am pleased to inform you of my participation in your exhibition
The Phylogenesis of Generosity [17]
Enclosed please find a copy of my BFA, verifying my artist status,
as well as documentation of my participation [18] for your records.
Please update your list of participating artists accordingly.
Warm Regards,
Carrie C. Roseland

[STANDARD ART REVIEW, PART 2: SUBJECTIVE INSIGHT]
By now, some people have dispersed loosely throughout the space, yet she is almost completely
unaware of their presence. The only thing that exists to her is the sound. She concentrates her entire
being on the sound. It is terrifying in its power. She leans her back against a plaster wall, lets the
sound waves travel through her body, starting at her lower back and working their way in. Her head
tilts to the side. Rather than forcing the waves to stop at her skin, rather than being a resistant body,
she is convinced she can re-appropriate herself as an amplifier. Right here, right now. [22]
// Relate this to BREDEKAMP on LEIBNIZ [23]: Thought/consciousness
needs something (concrete?) on which to focus, otherwise it will
expand infinitely in all directions.
// Reconstruction of discussion with Tarek after performance.
TAREK
… MICROSAMPLES [24] very short sounds following in such close succession,
that they sound as one, and coming from different speakers dispersed throughout
the space, that they fill the space, they feel as form: touching the infinite.
CARRIE
Have you ever read Leibniz?
The sound expands in all directions while consciousness is focussed. Interesting inverse relationship.
// Might this relate to PRISM [25]
Dear Tarek,
We spoke after your performance at Hetzler in Berlin a couple of weeks ago. I was the one
who asked you if you had ever read Leibniz, do you remember?
I am writing a piece for the next case of The Anxious Prop […] and quoting something you
said to me about infinity in our conversation. Do you feel I have accurately represented
what you said? I was also wondering if you could answer one or both of these questions, as
you see fit: Do you feel your work is relevant to contemporary discourse surrounding
intellectual property? Do you feel that intellectual property laws and the debates
surrounding them have any relevance for your work? [26]
thanks and all my best,
Carrie
// At this point, the narrator protagonist finds her roommate with a PRISM. Overwhelmed by BIG DATA, he needs to split it into
its component parts.
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DRAWING OUT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

She comes home in the evening drunk and upset because she got drunk and said things she wishes she
hadn't said. She is sure everyone will hate her now. What would they think if they knew she had never
sent that letter to the Office of Aesthetic Occupation? What would they think if they knew she would
soon panic and tell Luis she couldn't finish her article on intellectual property for The Anxious Prop?
Her roommate is laying on the floor under his desk, dangerously close to the router.
“What are you doing?”
He looks at her desperately. “Installing a PRISM [27].”
“What?”
“I'm installing a PRISM.” She can see a polyhedron-formed piece of glass shining in his hand, halfhidden by the blinking router. “It's going to filter our internet, looking for meaningful patterns.”
“That sounds great.”

by Anna Kostreva
“…that which withers in the age of mechanical reproduction is
the aura of the work of art. This is a symptomatic process whose
significance points beyond the realm of art. One might generalize
by saying: the technique of reproduction detaches the reproduced
object from the domain of tradition. By making many reproductions it substitutes a plurality of copies for a unique existence.”
— Walter Benjamin, The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction, 1935

She says this without even considering what it means.
dear luis,
regarding the points you raised: i have scoured ****rg for leibniz and bredekamp texts.
looking for the ray of light, looking for the windows.
i cannot believe it is true, but it is: i have found basically nothing. but. rather than ask you
for some pdfs or whatever, i decided to let this search be what it is. i have come across a
number of other nice things. my text has three parts so far, and in the third i plan to do the
ray of light and the windows as i can imagine them, given what i have found. and this shall
be my true response to your email.
bises,
carrie
PLAY PALACE [28]
She is in a dimly lit room. It is filled with bodies, so close together as to be in near constant contact,
yet she is only tangentially aware of them. It is also filled with sound.
Like the other day at Hetzler...

she is convinced she can re-appropriate herself as an amplifier.

She is an amplifier.(29)
Up to this point, the tall windows set into the walls at tight intervals [30] have been darkened
by heavy roller shutters.
Now, those shutters begin to move. They begin to raise slowly in unison, and slivers of light begin
to shoot into the room. As the shutters retreat towards the ceiling, the light becomes blinding.
The limit between the inside and the outside dissolves.
It is as if a window opens inside her; the light travels into her – just like the sound –
and back out of her. Amplifier.
The limit between the inside and the outside dissolves.
Her gaze drifts around the room – now she can see everything clearly: sharp edges, bright colors.
The faces of the people in the crowd, wide-eyed and delirious. The bar. Bottles glistening in a row. For
a brief instant, she contemplates the scene as she would contemplate a photograph. The sound returns.

In my opinion, there is nothing in the whole created universe which does not need, for its perfect
concept, the concept of everything else in the universality of things, since everything flows into every
other thing in such a way that if anything is removed or changed, everything in the world will be
different from what it now is. [31]
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Is it possible to have new ideas? Are we not always gathering
the ether around us and reproducing it—knowingly or unknowingly? If you do create new arguments, or new interpretations, how can you make it clear that they are your original
thoughts? Is it important to be clear to your reader that your
argument is subjective?
I am currently working on a book of drawings titled “Berlin:
A Morphology of Walls.” For this publication, I have of course
spent hours pouring over other people’s maps, texts, websites,
etc. about Berlin, about cities, about architecture. There is a lot
of relevant material—and my idea was perhaps only to reframe
it and to redraw it under the lens of how the multiple and historic belt-like walls of the city affect urban life. I chose to handdraw the images. It was often a matter of tracing and extracting
from existing maps, analyzing and rereading their content.
I could have done all this digitally. However, my hope is that
my hand continues to hover over the drawings, pushing back
on their printed reproduction and asserting the subjectivity—
my copyright to precarious arguments—that tends to seem
infallible in vectorized cartographies. A unique hand-drawn
map has a different connection to the makers’ brain and the
viewers’ brain; it is a provocation to both parties to continue
thinking. Vectorized lines, much like photography, have the
smack of mechanism; the scalable lines seem to be lifted from
the absolute.
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Top to Bottom: Original Sources / Scaled Copies and Overlays / Analytical traces
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